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ABSTRACT

OTHER-REGARDING PREFERENCES IN HIERARCHIES: A THEORETICAL

STUDY ON COLLUSIVE BEHAVIOUR AND OPTIMAL CONTRACTS

Sayg�l�, Kemal

M.S., Department of Economics

Supervisor: Assoc. Prof. Dr. Serkan Küçük³enel

September 2016, 88 pages

This thesis aims at obtaining new theoretical insights into behavior of organizational

hierarchies by combining standard principal-supervisor-agent framework with theories

of social preferences. Extending Tirole's (1986) model of hierarchy with the inclusion

of Fehr and Schmidt's (1999) distributional other-regarding preferences approach, the

links between inequity aversion, collusive behavior throughout the levels of a hierarchy

and the changes in optimal contracts are studied. It turns out that other-regarding

preferences do change the collusive behaviour between the parties. Moreover, the opti-

mal contract parameters depend on the nature of both the agents' and the supervisor's

other-regarding preferences.

Keywords: Other-Regarding Preferences, Principal-Supervisor-Agent Hierarchy, Col-

lusive Behaviour, Optimal Contract Design
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ÖZ

H�YERAR��LERDE SOSYAL TERC�HLER: G�ZL� ANLA�MALAR VE

OPT�MAL KONTRATLAR ÜZER�NE TEOR�K B�R ÇALI�MA

Sayg�l�, Kemal

Yüksek Lisans, �ktisat Bölümü

Tez Yöneticisi: Doç. Dr. Serkan Küçük³enel

Eylül 2016 , 88 sayfa

Bu tez, standart i³veren-denetçi-çal�³an modelini sosyal tercih teorileriyle birle³tire-

rek organizasyon içi hiyerar³ilere yeni teorik bak�³ aç�lar� sa§lamay� amaçlamaktad�r.

Tirole'ün (1986) hiyerar³i modeli Fehr ve Schmidt'in (1999) da§�l�msal sosyal tercih

yakla³�m� ile geni³letilerek gelir adaletsizli§inden kaç�nma ve hiyerar³inin basamak-

lar� aras�ndaki gizli anla³malar ile optimal kontrat aras�ndaki ili³kiler incelenmi³tir.

Sonuçlar göstermektedir ki sosyal tercihler rü³vete yatk�n davran�³lar� ciddi anlamda

etkilemekte ve optimal kontrat içeri§i, çal�³an ve denetçinin sosyal tercihlerinin do§a-

s�na göre de§i³mektedir.

Anahtar Kelimeler: Sosyal Tercihler, �³veren-Denetçi-Çal�³an Hiyerar³isi, Gizli An-

la³malar, Optimal Kontrat Dizayn�
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Many models in economics uses self-interest approach- which assumes that all people

are driven by their material self well-being- for analysing real life problems. However,

as Kucuksenel (2012) remarked, self-interested people assumption is problematic. Es-

pecially in recent years, countless experiments on certain topics in economics showed

that self-interest approach is not su�cient in explaining all of these cases. (See Ledyard

(1995), and Fehr and Schmidt (2006) for evidences on public and private good envi-

ronments respectively.) Moreover, these experiments highlighted the fact that many

people show other-regarding preferences while interacting with other people and con-

cern for another's situation is a motivating factor on their decisions in di�erent social

environments. Supporting the experiments, many theoretical papers provided that

these kind of behaviour can be presented in a tractable way. These papers (especially

Fehr and Schmidt (1999)) in turn stirs up new developments and waves of literature

trying to apply other-regarding preferences (or social preferences) to di�erent types of

problems in economics. In this thesis, we also follow this path and look for how other-

regarding preferences shape principal-supervisor-agent hierarchy in an organization.

We particularly investigate the impact of other-regarding preferences on the collusive

behaviour in a hierarchy and optimal contract design. We show that neglecting their

in�uence is not a wise thing to do for a principal since collusion between the levels and

wage payments in an optimal contract depend on the degree of social preferences.

Sociological studies shows that collusive behaviours is not a rare event in an organiza-

tion. The fact that several layer of people interacts with each other put an emphasis
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on group gains as well as individual gains which opens a way to forming coalitions

among di�erent parties. Thus, hierarchy design for an organization must consider the

possibility of corruptive activities and aim to prevent them beforehand. To show a

way to construct this kind of design, in his seminal work, Tirole (1986) puts sociolog-

ical studies on corruption in hierarchies into a formal model by adding a supervisor

layer between the standard principal-agent network. He views an hierarchy as a nested

network of several principal-agent contracts that interacts with each other and shows

that anticipating collusive behaviour between the layers before designing the whole

organization does matter a lot. However, as his colleagues of the same era, he builds

his model on the idea that parties in the hierarchy are driven by their self material

interest only. Although he acknowledges the fact that interaction between supervi-

sor and agent a�ects the shape of their relationships he does not add this fact to his

theoretical framework in any formal way.

The traditional literature in standard principal-agent contract design does also use

self-interested people in their models. However, several relatively recent papers on

principal/agent relationships have started to consider the theories of social preferences

while constructing their models. See, among others, Itoh (2004), Rey-Biel (2008),

Neilson and Stowe (2010), etc. On the other hand, such models have not been widely

a�liated with theoretical models used to understand the collusive behaviour and �nd

optimal contracts in a basic three level hierarchy. However, Tirole (1986), for example,

sees this type of hierarchies as a network of standard two-tier contracts. Papers such as

Grund and Przemeck (2008), Giebe and Gürtler (2011) implements some type of social

preferences, they focus on leniency bias of a supervisor and try to �nd optimal contract

for supervisor in a di�erent hierarchical framework than Tirole's (1986). Although

Giebe and Gürtler (2011) comment on how a lenient supervisor in an hierarchy can

change collusive action, it does not elaborate enough and does not give necessary

theoretical explanation.

We think that social preferences for the parties in hierarchies are not getting the at-

tention it deserves through a formal theoretical framework. There should be a detailed

theoretical study on how social preferences in an hierarchy in�uence collusive tendency

and behaviour of the parties in it and- consequently- optimal contract design. Several
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empirical studies (Agell and Ludborg (1995), Bewley (1999), Blinder and Choi (1990),

Campbell and Kamplani (1997)) report that employees in an organization not only

care about their own well-being but also take the well-being of their co-workers into

consideration and managers designs contracts that avoids too much internal inequality.

Moreover, Gore and Pepper (2012) argues that an employee of an organization may

take the compensation (rewards) of her peers, immediate subordinates or immediate

superiors as a reference for her own rewards and compensation. Thus, it appears essen-

tial to apply other regarding preferences into hierarchical models. It is also important

to gain further and more realistic insight into collusive behaviour between parties and

designing optimal contracts in such environments. In addition to reasons we have men-

tioned above, I have also a personal driving force to investigate social preferences in

organizational hierarchies coming from a real life conversation with one of my friends.

His �erce words implying that his supervisor earns tons of money by doing almost

nothing but raving about productivity make me curious. How in the world a person

this spiteful against his superior can form a coalition with him?

The �rst objective of this thesis is to introduce other-regarding preferences for the

utilities of supervisor and agent in the hierarchy and investigate its e�ect on the col-

lusive behaviour between these two party. Second one is to explore the changes in the

optimal contract parameters- namely e�orts exerted by agent, supervisor's and agent's

wage structure at di�erent states. We chose to use Fehr and Schmidt (1999) type of

other-regarding utility function, since it is simple, powerful and can easily be applied

to three layer principal-supervisor-agent hierarchy. We investigate two di�erent cases.

In the �rst case only supervisor has other-regarding preferences. For the second one,

we analyze the case where only agent has other-regarding preferences. We separate

them since we want to look for individual impacts of these two di�erent cases. Exper-

imental results in Eisenkopf and Teyssier (2016) suggest that agents either focus on

vertical social preferences and do care about the payo� his superior or focus on hori-

zontal social preferences and look at the payo� of his co-worker at same level. Thus,

for the case with multiple agents in an hierarchy, we take that agents only do care

about the well-being of the other agent. They don't show other-regarding preferences

against their supervisor.
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Introduction of other-regarding preferences changes the amount how much the briber

has to pay in order to persuade the bribed party and how much she can pay at most

if she wants to form a coalition. Moreover, the impact of changing supervisor's and

agent's wages at di�erent states on preventing collusive behaviour di�ers from the

case where parties are completely self-interested. The components of contracts (espe-

cially e�orts exerted) also change with the introduction of other-regarding preferences.

Though the ranking of agent's and supervisor's utilities does not di�er from Tirole's

(1986) model, wages and dispersion between them at di�erent states may vary due to

changes in collusion constraints coming from social preferences. Furthermore, we have

found that inequity aversion results in wage contraction between layers of the hierarchy.

Lastly, at certain situations the principal may escape from the burden of preventing

collusive behaviour, since it is automatically diminishes. We provide intuition and

explanation for these results in more details throughout the thesis.

The rest of this thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 reviews the literature on

contract theory in hierarchical environments. Moreover, other-regarding (social) pref-

erences and its relation with contract theory framework are investigated throughout the

literature up to current date. It shows that our approach to the principal-supervisor-

agent hierarchy in the light of social preferences is unique and a candidate to contribute

current literature on organizational hierarchies. Chapter 3 constructs and explains the

key points of the main model, which is basically Tirole's (1986) model with Fehr and

Schmidt (1999) type other-regarding utility functions. Chapter 4 analyses the princi-

pal's problem for di�erent situations. We investigate the structure of optimal contracts

with collusion when supervisor "or" the agent has other regarding preferences and pro-

vide the results respectively. The reason why we use "or" but not "and" is that we

want to show distinct e�ects of these preferences for di�erent players on principal's

problems. Moreover, we investigate vertical and horizontal social preferences individ-

ually due to empirical results provided by Eisenkopf and Teyssier (2016). Chapter 5

concludes by summarizing main points and results of this thesis, and states the re-

maining open questions for future research. Proofs of the main results are relegated

to the Appendix.
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CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE REVIEW

This thesis is related to the two strands of the economics literature. The �rst one is

contract theory (especially for principal-supervisor-agent hierarchies) and second one

is social (other-regarding) preferences. The formal models analysing the principal-

supervisor-agent environment dates back to seminal paper of Tirole (1986). The paper

takes standard moral hazard (hidden action) problem in contract theory and combines

it with hidden information problem. The information Tirole (1986) writes about is

the knowledge of productivity level in an agent's working environment. To observe it,

the principal hires a supervisor who reports her �ndings to the principal in a veri�able

way and thus, a principal-supervisor-agent hierarchy is born. Adding supervisor to

an organization also comes with a prospect of collusion between informed parties-

between supervisor and agent. The fact that manipulation of supervisor's report can

result in Pareto-optimal payo�s for both agent and supervisor, the principal should

consider such cases in the design of contracts. There exists an optimal contract which

is collusion proof and the properties of this contract are di�erent from the case the

principal faces only with moral hazard problem of the agent.

Building on the �ndings of Tirole (1986), many more papers is written to analyse the

function of supervision in organizational hierarchies. Bac (1996), for example, extends

this analysis by trying to �nd a hierarchical structure and an incentive system which

minimize the cost of supervision for a target level of corruption. Moreover, he takes

external bribe into account as well as internal collusion in an hierarchy. His �nding

for a group of identical agents who constructs supervision chain among themselves is
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that upper part of a supervision chain is in a higher risk of collusion than the lower

part. Moreover, he argues that economies of scale in monitoring results in a decrease

in supervision costs, yet can cause higher risk of collusive behaviour in relatively �at

hierarchies.

Baliga (1999) extends Tirole's model by analysing how monitoring and collusive be-

haviour is a�ected when information reported to the principal is soft. In the original

three level hierarchy model, Tirole (1986) argues that hiring a supervisor bene�cial if

the content of supervisor's report on productivity level of agent's working environment

relies on hard (veri�able) information. However, Baliga (1999) shows that even though

there exist a possibility of a coalition between supervisor and agent soft information

becomes not useless, and it is bene�cial to hire a supervisor presenting reports based

on soft (unveri�able) information.

Bac and Kucuksenel (2006) introduces supervision cost to the Tirole's (1986) principal-

supervisor-hierarchy model. Relaxing costless supervision technology assumption and

making monitoring costly creates a new opportunity for an agent to collude with

supervisor in a di�erent way than before. The agent can o�er a bribe to the supervisor

so that she does not monitor the former at all. They call this type of collusion as

ex-ante collusion. After exploring the links between monitoring cost, ex-ante collusion

and ex-post collusion, Bac and Kucuksenel (2006) reports that the principal can ignore

the possibility of an ex-ante collusion and supervisor's incentive constraint if cost

of supervision is small and the probability of observing productivity level is large.

Moreover, in case of preventing ex-ante collusion becomes a necessity, principal makes

the gap between the wages when the report of supervisor is empty and shows the level

of productivity wider.

The literature we mentioned above and many more on collusive behaviour in organiza-

tional hierarchies and how optimal contract schemes changes accordingly contributes

to increasing the scope of hierarchy models for real life problems greatly. However, as

we have noted before, self-interest approach which assumes that all people are driven

by their material self well-being is dominant in constructing the models and explain-

ing the results of these papers. On the other hand, several papers considers social
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preferences in the models of organizational hierarchies. Grund and Przemeck (2008)

investigates the case where the supervisor shows leniency and centrality bias to her

subordinates, agents, who are inequality averse towards each other. They use di�er-

ent kind of model (use no principal) than standard three level hierarchy models and

look for the factors determining the size of these biases. They do not deal with the

principal's problem directly. Therefore, their results include only the changes coming

from supervisor's biases and inequality aversion between agents in e�orts exerted by

the agents. They do not investigate collusion at all. Giebe and Gürtler (2011) also

focus on leniency bias of a supervisor in a three level hierarchy and try to �nd an op-

timal contract for supervisor. They compare a neutral type supervisor with a lenient

one and shows that optimal contract for supervisor is simply giving her a �at wage

independent of her type. Although the paper has some comments on how a lenient

supervisor in an hierarchy can change collusive action, a full analysis of collusion is

beyond its scope and necessary theoretical explanation is not given. To sum up, we

believe that there is not enough study on other-regarding preferences' impact on col-

lusive behaviour and all of the components of optimal contracts o�ered to both agent

and supervisor. Thus, we want to extend the literature by using social preferences and

by giving more realistic insight into organizational hierarchies.

The second strand of this thesis is related to other-regarding preferences. There are

two main pillars for other-regarding preferences in the literature: Rabin's (1993) pa-

per which uses intention based approach and Fehr and Schmidt's (1999) paper which

adopts distributional approach. Itoh (2004) summarizes other-regarding preferences

in the economics literature as follows:

ui(x1, x2) = xi + gi(xj − xi)xj

where i = 1, 2 and j = i. x1 and x2 shows the material preferences of each person

i. The utility function of these people represented by ui(x1, x2). Note that utility

function of each person depends on the material payo� of other person. As Itoh (2004)

mentioned these types of social preference functions are additively separable in the

person's own material well-being and her concern for the material payo� of the other.

Moreover, the second part is multiplicatively separable in the person's relative payo�
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to the other person and material well being of the other person. A person is purely

altruistic towards his peer if gi(.) is positive and constant. On the other hand, if gi(.) is

negative and constant we can say that she shows purely spiteful feelings toward other

person.

Fehr and Schmidt (1999) uses the following piecewise linear utility function to show

other-regarding preferences for the two player case:

ui(x1, x2) = xi − αimax{xj − xi, 0} − βimax{xi − xj , 0}, i 6= j

which can be represented as

ui(x1, x2) = xi − αi(xj − xi) for xj ≥ xi

ui(x1, x2) = xi − βi(xj − xi) for xi ≥ xj

αi > 0 is the inequity aversion parameter and shows the sensitivity of a person's to

inequality between payo�s when she is behind in payo�s. Fehr and Schmidt (1999)

choose 0 < βi ≤ 1 and implies that the person is also inequity averse when he is ahead

in payo�s. Note that although βi is positive, it is smaller than 1. Because βi ≥ 1 means

that when a person's payo� increases a unit she completely gives this unit increase to

other person to reduce his advantage over her. This seems not realistic. Moreover,

they assume αi ≥ βi which can be called as behindness aversion: A person su�ers

more from inequality when he is behind.

Neilson and Stowe (2004) relaxes the assumption on βi. They think that there are also

some people who enjoys being ahead in payo�s which means βi < 0 is also a possibility.

These people can be categorized as status-seeker or competitive.

Rabin (1993) takes game theoretical approach to other-regarding preferences. His

model is based on the intentions of the players. According to Rabin (1993), beliefs

a�ects a player's preference and it includes the strategies of the players, same player's
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beliefs about other player's strategy and the other player's beliefs about his strategy.

Itoh (2004) summarizes it as follows:

ui(σi, σj , σ
′
i) = vi(σi, σj) + gi(σ

′
i, σj)vj(σi, σj)

where σi represents the strategy of player i, σj represents the belief of player i about

why player j choose his strategy, and σ
′
i represents the belief of player i about the

belief of player j what the latter thinks about the former's strategy choice.

In this thesis, we use Fehr and Schmidt's (1999) inequity aversion model with the

extension of Neilson and Stowe's (2003) on βi. First of all, it is simple and tractable.

On the other hand, Rabin's (1993) model is complicated and di�cult to implement

in most of the contract theory models as we are concerned. In addition, Fehr and

Schmidt (1999) type other-regarding preference model's intuition is psychologically

plausible and it answers to several types of empirical results with just one function.

Moreover, due to its simplicity and power to explain experimental results, Fehr and

Schmidt's (1999) model is well studied in most of the economics literature and widely

used for behavioural contract theory.

One of the papers who implements Fehr and Schmidt's (1999) model to contract theory

is Itoh (2004). He investigates the impact of social preferences on a standard moral

hazard principal-agent framework. His �rst main model consists one principal with

one agent and agent cares about the well-being of her principal. The second one

investigates the multiple agent case in which two agents care about not only their

own payo�s but also the payo� of her colleague. Itoh (2004) proposes that hiring

an inequity averse agent who cares about the well-being of her principal generally

makes the principal worse o�. Moreover, multiple agents who have other-regarding

preferences give an opportunity to principal in which she exploits the nature of her

employees by designing an interdependent contract. Rey-Biel (2008) has also written

a paper similar to Itoh (2004). Rey-Biel's (2008) model uses a sel�sh principal with

two other-regarding agents who care about the payo� of his co-worker in their own

utility functions. Similar to Itoh (2004), he also founds that the principal can design

an exploitative contract which creates inequity between agents, and bene�t from it.
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He also shows conditions where inequity aversion becomes a reason behind forming

work teams even when the individual e�orts of the agents are contractible.

Neilson and Stowe (2010) also use Fehr and Schmidt's (1999) distributional other-

regarding preferences approach for their models. They work on piece rate contracts

for workers, and derive the conditions where inequity between workers make them

exert higher e�ort than traditional case. Moreover, they investigate the circumstances

where the employers reduces piece rates due to inequality attitudes of the workers.

Although the papers we mentioned above has provided great insights for behavioural

contract theory, they do not deal with the concerns of hierarchical models in any way.

Their approach to standard contract models using other-regarding preferences opens a

path for us to follow in this thesis. Moreover, we bene�t from their mentality at great

amounts since three level hierarchy can be seen as network of two-tier hierarchies.

Lastly, Eisenkopf and Teyssier (2016) is another important paper we reviewed and

bene�ted from. They design an experiment in which a principal implements a tour-

nament and two agents compete for its prize. Their experiment's results suggest that

while other-regarding players take a reference point for their other-regarding utilities

they either show horizontal social preferences (an agent care about the payo� of other

agent) or vertical preferences (an agent cares about the payo� of the principal). They

do not focus on both the other player's and principal's payo� at the same time. In

our models we use this important result in a great extent. We analyze vertical and

horizontal social preferences individually.
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CHAPTER 3

THE MODEL

The models in this thesis are built upon Tirole's (1986) three level (principal-supervisor-

agent) hierarchy model. In order to show the e�ects of inequity aversion between su-

pervisors and agents on the collusive behaviour and optimal contracts in this type of

hierarchy, we use Fehr and Schmidt's (1999) theory of inequity aversion approach in

the de�nition of supervisor's and agents' utilities.

We �rst de�ne the standard principal-supervisor-agent hierarchy:

The Parties: The only productive unit in this hierarchy is the agent. Principal

earns pro�t (or output) from the agent's productive e�ort e > 0 and the productivity

parameter θ in the environment according to the technology below:

x = θ + e

Agent faces disutility coming from the exerted e�ort, and it is shown as g(e) in mon-

etary terms where g is strictly convex, increasing in e�ort, and g(0) = g′(0) = 0.

Principal pays a wage W to the agent from her pro�t x.

Supervisor's main and the most important role in this hierarchy is to monitor agent and

his environment, and then report the result of her inspection about productivity θ to

the principal. The details about supervisor's duty is explained later with hidden action

and hidden information problem existing in the hierarchical model. The assumption

about the supervision technology is the fact that supervisor exerts no e�ort while
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monitoring the agent and thus, there is no monitoring cost for the supervisor. Same

with the agent's case, principal pays a wage S to the supervisor from her pro�t x.

The utility functions in our models is di�erent from Tirole's (1986) case. Inequity aver-

sion approach tells us that interacting participants in this kind of environments do care

about not only their own payo�s but also the payo� of the interacted party. Moreover,

other-regarding preferences occur between peoples with similar social circles according

to experiments. Hence, we assume that other-regarding behaviour appears throughout

supervisor and agents in the principal-supervisor-agent hierarchy. Although supervi-

sor and agent in this hierarchical set-up are in di�erent levels of hierarchy it is safe

to assume that they see each other as co-workers. Since principal is in the owner role

of the whole game her total gain is not considered in the utilities of supervisor and

agents, or the payo�s of the supervisor and agents does not have any e�ect on the

utility of principal.

Agent's utility in this setup has two components, W and g(e). Thus, one should has

to decide on whether comparison between payo�s of interacting parties includes both

pay and e�ort cost of agent or only the wage paid W . Neilson and Stowe (2004)

argues that interacting parties can only observe the wages of his co-workers (when

wages are observable) and they probably tend to not consider the e�ort di�erences,

which also generates payo� di�erences, among themselves. Moreover, since a principal

can not observe the e�ort levels of their agents perfectly (hidden action problem) it

is reasonable to think that workers can most probably not observe their co-workers'

e�ort levels perfectly. As a result, to include disutility coming from e�orts in the

comparisons between payo�s is a di�cult action. Similar assumption has been made

in one of the models of Itoh (2004), where the agent and principal cares about the

other party's payo� as well as their own. Thus, we assume that supervisor and agents

only consider the wage paid and ignore the cost of e�orts in the comparison between

their utilities.

In the speci�cations of the utilities of the supervisor and the agent, we also assume

that the party at the supervisor level earns a higher wage in every state of information,

i.e, Si > Wi. (Hidden information problem is de�ned extensively at later parts.) This
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assumption corresponds to most of the wage settings in the real world hierarchies,

and it also simpli�es the construction and solution of our models greatly without

weakening their applicability. Thus, it can be considered as a natural speci�cation in

a hierarchical inequity aversion setting.

By using Fehr and Schmidt's (1999) two player utility function with inequity aversion,

we de�ne the utility of the agent as:

U(W − g(e)− λA(S −W ))

and supervisor's utility:

V (S − λS(S −W ))

where λA and λS represents inequity aversion parameters of the agent and the super-

visor respectively. Since S > W in all states, λA > 0 (agent is inequity averse and

dislikes being behind) and λS < 1 (either supervisor is inequity averse as well as be-

hindness averse, the case where 0 < λS < 1, or supervisor loves being ahead and she is

status-seeker (competitive), the case where λS < 0 ) As λA increases the agent becomes

more inequity averse, i.e, becomes more sensitive to being behind. For 0 < λS < 1,

increase in λS makes the supervisor more inequity averse and more sensitive to being

behind. On the other hand, for λS < 0, as λS decreases the supervisor becomes more

status-seeker and thrives more from being ahead. The case where λA = 0 and λS = 0

represents our benchmark case, the model in Tirole (1986).

Both U and V are di�erentiable, strictly concave and increasing Von Neumann Mor-

genstern utility functions with U ′(0) =∞ and V ′(0) =∞.

Due to hidden information problem (which is described later in detail), expected utility

approach for both the supervisor and the agent is used in the solution of the model.

The expected utility of the agent is EU(W − g(e) − λA(S −W )) and the expected

utility of the supervisor is EV (S − λS(S −W )).
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The supply of supervisors and agents has competitive nature, and agents have reserva-

tion wages W0 with reservation utility U ≡ U(W0) while supervisors have reservation

wages S0 with reservation utility V ≡ V (S0). Then, the participation (individual

rationality) constraints can be written as:

EU(W − g(e)− λA(S −W )) ≥ U for agent

EV (S − λS(S −W )) ≥ V for supervisor

The last party of this hierarchy is the principal. She assigns the agent to the work

project, and designs and o�ers contracts to both the supervisor and the agent. The

assumption about the principal is that she is risk-neutral. Hence, her expected utility

is de�ned as:

E(x− S −W ) = E(θ + e− S −W )

Hidden Information Problem: There are two level of productivities in the working

environment, low state of productivity θ and high state of productivity θ, where 0 <

θ < θ, and ∆θ = θ − θ

The agent is always aware of the productivity level in the environment, and determines

her e�ort level after she realizes this productivity level. However, the supervisor some-

times fails in observing productivity level in the environment. Thus, when supervisor

monitors the agent one of the four following states of nature (which is indexed by i)

can arise:

State 1: Both agent and supervisor observe low level of productivity θ.

State 2: Agent observes θ. However, supervisor fails in observing current productivity

level.

State 3: Agent observes high level of productivity θ. However, supervisor fails in

observing current productivity level.

State 4: Both agent and supervisor observe θ = θ.

Each state of nature has probabilities of occurring pi where
∑i=4

i=1 pi = 1.
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Lastly, it is assumed that the agent has information on whether the supervisor observed

the productivity level successfully or not. The information structure becomes poorer

as we go through the upper levels in the hierarchy. Moreover, supervisor, as well as

the principal, can not observe the level of e�ort exerted by the agent.

Timing: First, the principal o�ers contracts to both parties. S and W are speci�ed

in this contract as functions of observable contractible variables which are the pro�t

(output) x and the report of the supervisor on the current productivity level r, and

the supervisor's and the agent's inequity aversion parameters λS and λA which are

assumed to be common knowledge for all parties in the hierarchy. At the same time,

both supervisor's and agent's wages become common knowledge to all parties during

the discussion on the context of contracts.

After the contracts, o�ered by the principal, are accepted, the agent learns productivity

level in the environment. On the other hand supervisor may or may not learn at which

level θ is.

In the next step, the supervisor and the agent move to collusion stage and try to decide

on the side transfers between both parties. Similar to the main contract o�ered by the

principal, a side transfer is a also a function of pro�t (output) x, supervisor's report on

productivity level r, and inequity aversion parameters of the colluding parties λA, λS .

Side transfers are not observable by the principal. If a side contract satis�es following

assumptions, made by Tirole (1986), a coalition is formed between the supervisor and

the agent, and collusion occurs between both parties.

1) A side transfer is Pareto-optimal for both supervisor and agent.

2) No-side-contract outcome should be guaranteed for each of the colluding parties.

After collusion stage, agent chooses his e�ort level. It means that the pro�t (output)

is realized accordingly. Around the same time, supervisor prepares her report and

presents it to the principal.

As we have already mentioned, the supervisor may or may not observe the true pro-

ductivity level in the environment. If she fails to observe it, her report is considered
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empty, that is, r = φ. In the case where the supervisor observes the productivity level

successfully, she has the option to report his monitoring in a truthful manner or to hide

the true information and give empty report, i.e. the supervisor's report is r ε {θ, φ}

if she does not fail to monitor agent's environment. Throughout the discussion on

the context of supervisor's report, we assumed that when the supervisor observes the

level of productivity in the environment her reports are considered as credible by the

principal. On the other hand, we also assume that the agent can not make veri�able

and credible announcements about productivity level on her own.

The �nal step is the execution of contracts. In other words, the principal pays S and

W to the supervisor and the agent respectively after she has seen the output (pro�t)

and report of the supervisor. Moreover, if supervisor and agent decides to form a

coalition at the collusion stage, side transfers are allocated. See Figure 3.1 for more

on the timing of our problem.

Figure 3.1: The Sequence of Events

First Best Solution (No Hidden Action, No Hidden Information, Self-

Interested Parties): In order to use the results in the comparison later, consider

the case when principal can observe productivity levels in the environment perfectly

(no hidden information problem), and the e�ort level exerted by the agent (no hidden

action problem). Moreover, all of the parties in the hierarchy is self interested (λA = 0,

λS = 0).

In this case, principal does not need a supervisory duty. Thus, in every state realized,

the supervisor gets her reservation wage S0. Then we can �nd optimal e�ort level of

the agent that maximizes:
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max
e
{θ + e− g(e)}

which results in g′(e∗) = 1 for both θ and θ.

The wage of the agent is W = W0 + g(e∗) in every state of nature.

Before moving to next chapter and analysing principal's problem for di�erent cases,

for further discussion and justi�cation of the main theoretical backgrounds and their

assumptions that we used in this thesis, we refer the reader to Tirole's (1986) and Fehr

and Schmidt's (1999) papers.
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CHAPTER 4

ANALYSIS OF THE PRINCIPAL'S PROBLEM

The problems analysed in this thesis follows the methodology below in general:

1) All of the constraints that post-side-transfer allocation (individual rationality and

incentive compatibility constraints, no collusion constraints) is introduced to the prin-

cipal's problem of optimal contract design. Comparisons between di�erent cases is

drawn in some situations.

2) Principal's net expected pro�t (her expected payo�) is maximized subject to con-

straints introduced in part 1. (Last subsection is an exception to this step.)

3) For our own models, the results related to collusion constraints and optimal con-

tracts is compared with benchmark case (Tirole, 1986) in the light of inequity aversion

approach.

4.1 The Benchmark Case, Tirole (1986) (Self Interested Agents, λA =

0, λS = 0 )

We start with the introducing all of the constraints to the principal's problem of

optimal contract design that maximizes her expected payo�.

The participation constraints for supervisor and agent must be satis�ed so that the

main contract is accepted by both parties at the �rst place. The participation (in-

dividual rationality) constraints, for the supervisor and the agent respectively, are as

follows:
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(SPC) : EV (S) =
∑
i

piV (Si) ≥ V ≡ V (S0)

(APC) : EU(W − g(e)) =
∑
i

piU(Wi − g(ei)) ≥ U ≡ U(W0)

Expected utilities of both the supervisor and the agent must be at least equal to their

corresponding reservation wages. Otherwise, they do not sign the contracts o�ered by

the principal.

There is a hidden action problem in our models since principal and supervisor can

not observe the e�ort level exerted by the agent. In states 1 and 4, principal has the

knowledge on productivity levels. Hence, she can deduct the e�ort level of the agent

by looking at the amount of output (pro�t). However, this is not the case for state

2 and 3. When state 3 is realized agent can claim that it is actually state 2, and the

payo� the principal gets is achieved on low level of productivity θ with the hard work

of the agent, though true state of nature is actually θ. With her false information,

she is able to exert lesser e�ort e2 −∆θ instead of e2 but earn the wage W2 as if she

exerts e2. The principal must provide necessary incentives which make agent reveal

true state of nature in her environment when supervisor's monitoring fails. Then, the

incentive compatibility for the agent is as follows:

(AIC) : W3 − g(e3) ≥W2 − g(e2 −∆θ)

By setting the utility of agent in state 3 at least as high as her utility if she falsely

claims that state of nature is state 2 instead of saying it is state 3, the principal

guarantees that it is not bene�cial for the agent to not reveal the true productivity

level θ.

There are also collusion constraints that must be satis�ed to prevent supervisor-agent

coalitions. The supervisor has an option to conceal true level of productivity at state

1 and 4 and report r = φ instead of r = θ. If it is bene�cial for an agent, she may

try to bribe the supervisor and make the latter announce state 2 instead of state 1 or

state 3 instead of state 4. The agent must give at least t = S1 − S2 at state 1 and
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t = S4−S3 to persuade the supervisor into forming a coalition so that the supervisor is

indi�erent between revealing and not revealing the true productivity level. In the case

that supervisor-agent coalition becomes a reality, the agent's payo� is W2 − t− g(e2)

instead of W1 − g(e1) at state 1, and W3 − t− g(e3) instead of W4 − g(e4) at state 4.

Moreover, it should be thatW2−t−g(e2) > W1−g(e1), andW3−t−g(e3) > W4−g(e4).

To prevent coalition in those states, the principal must design a contract such that

when the supervisor is bribed with the smallest possible side transfer t (t = S1 − S2

and t = S4−S3 for respective cases), the utilities of the agent must satisfy W2− (S1−

S2)− g(e2) ≤W1− g(e1) (so that the agent have no intention to leave state 1, since it

is not bene�cial for her.), and W3− (S4− S3)− g(e3) ≤W4− g(e4) (so that the agent

have no intention to leave state 4). Then, we have:

(CIC1) : S1 +W1 − g(e1) ≥ S2 +W2 − g(e2)

(CIC2) : S4 +W4 − g(e4) ≥ S3 +W3 − g(e3)

Look at the state 2 and state 3. It is possible that supervisor attempts to bribe the

agent and make the latter behave as if the state of nature is 2 though it is actually

state 3, since the supervisor perceives that not being able to observe high productivity

environment is greater failure than not being able to monitor low level of productivity.

(For mathematical justi�cation, see Tirole (1986)) If agent accepts bribe, since she is

working under high productivity conditions her payo� is W2 − g(e2 − ∆θ). On the

other hand, W3−g(e3) is her payo� in the case where she does not accept supervisor's

o�er to form coalition. Hence, the minimum side payment supervisor must transfer in

order to make agent accept forming coalition must be equal to the di�erence between

the utilities above, i.e. t = W3− g(e3)−W2 + g(e2−∆θ). In the case that supervisor-

agent coalition becomes a reality, supervisor's pay-o� is S2 − t instead of S3, where

S2 − t > S3.

The principal must design a contract such that when the agent is to be bribed with

smallest possible side transfer, t = W3 − g(e3) − W2 + g(e2 − ∆θ), the pay-o� of

the supervisor must satisfy S2 − (W3 − g(e3) −W2 + g(e2 −∆θ)) ≤ S3 which erases
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supervisor's any intention of leaving state 3 in favour of state 2, since bribing agent to

state 2 does not make the supervisor better o�. Then we have:

(CIC3) : S3 +W3 − g(e3) ≥ S2 +W2 − g(e2 −∆θ)

If AIC is binding, CIC3 turns into:

(CIC3′) : S3 ≥ S2

Next, we �nd the optimal contract. The principal's goal is to maximize her expected

utility
∑

i pi(θi+ei−Si−Wi) subject to constraints we introduced by choosing optimal

Si,Wi, ei . In other words, we need to solve the benchmark problem below:

max
(Si,Wi,ei)

∑
i

pi(θi + ei − Si −Wi)

subject to (SPC), (APC), (AIC), (CIC1), (CIC2), (CIC3)

Proposition 1: (Tirole (1986)) The solution to principal's problem with self in-

terested supervisor and agent in the hierarchy (benchmark case) has the following

properties:

a) S4 > S1 > S2 = S3

b) W3 − g(e3) > W4 − g(e4) > W1 − g(e1) > W2 − g(e2) and W3 > W4 > W1 > W2

c) S4 +W4 = S3 +W3

d) e1 = e3 = e4 = e∗ > e2

e) All the constraints in the benchmark problem, except (CIC1), are binding.

By o�ering a contract de�ned by the benchmark problem's solution (proposition 1), the

principal guarantees that there are no pareto-optimal gains for neither the supervisor
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nor the agent by announcing false state of productivities and there are no gains for

the agent from changing her e�ort level when her productivity is not reported to the

principal. Hence, the possibility of forming coalitions and signing of side contracts

between the supervisor and the agent ceases to exist, and every party stays loyal to

the true state of nature.

Proposition 1.d. states that the optimal e�ort level in the �rst best solution is induced

by principal at states 1,3 and 4 for benchmark case. However, a suboptimal e�ort is

seen at state 2 when productivity is low and supervisor's report is empty due to the

latter's failure to observe productivity level in the environment This result stems from

not due to possibility of collusions but because of the standard moral hazard (adverse

selection) contract design problem, i.e. this is because of (AIC). Inducing a suboptimal

e�ort in low state of productivity, with the corresponding reduction in W2, results in

the necessary decrease in the attractiveness of shirking from high productivity level

state 3 to low productivity level state 2.

Proposition 1.c. is a direct consequence of (CIC2) and the fact that e3 = e4. Although

their total wage payment is same in those states, the supervisor's and the agent's

individual wages wary between state 3 and 4 ( S4 > S3, W3 > W4 ). Supervisor's

monitoring fails at state 3, thus agent has an option to claim that she is working under

low productivity environment and generates output with her hard work. In order to

prevent this, a higher wage must be paid to the agent at state 3. On the other hand,

optimal insurance for the agent tells us that her wage at state 4 should be lower than

her wage at state 4. This gives a direct incentive to the agent to bribe supervisor,

when the realized state is 4. Hence, the supervisor must earn S4 > S3 so that the

principal can prevent a collusion between the agent and the supervisor. Tirole (1986)

explains this situation by telling the fact that supervisor's wage di�erence between

state 4 and 3 can be viewed as a cost of obtaining the true information on the state of

productivity.

(CIC1), which prevents a collusion when the realized state is 1, is not binding. It is

quite a natural result, since the agent wants it to be known that why she is generating

low output is because of low productivity in her working environment. This result,
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with the fact that (CIC2) is binding, should be interpreted as the supervisor is in a

position as if the latter acts like an advocate for the agent according to Tirole (1986).

We have said that S4 should be higher than S3 so that the principal can prevent a

coalition between the agent and the supervisor. It can be achieved by increasing S4

or decresing S3. Since increasing S4 is costly, the principal tends to give low salary to

supervisor at state 3. However, as (CIC'3) implies, you cannot lower S3 to an amount

less than S2. Otherwise, supervisor o�ers a side contract to the agent and bribe

her when the former fails to observe the productivity level in the environment. The

principal sets S3 = S2 which eliminates the possibility of collusion when the realized

state is 3.

Above mentioned reasons make the principal tend to lower both S3 and S2 at the

same time. Thus, the principal sets S1 > S2 in order to make sure that supervisor's

expected utility is equal to her reservation utility, i.e. so that (SPC) is satis�ed. This

also explains the fact that although (CIC1) is not binding and the supervisor is already

willing to help the agent by reporting low productivity in the environment the principal

gives higher wage to supervisor at state 1.

4.2 Other-Regarding Agent ( λA > 0, λS = 0 )

In this section, we consider the case where the agent compares her wage with the

supervisor's wage. Note that the wage of the supervisor is always higher than the

agent's wage since the former is at the upper level of the hierarchy (Si > Wi). As

a result, the agent can only be inequity averse in our case. Status-seeking is not an

option for the agent. (λA > 0)

The participation (individual rationality) constraints are constructed in the same way

we follow in the benchmark case. Then, the principal faces with:

(SPCOA) : EV (S) =
∑
i

piV (Si) ≥ V ≡ V (S0)
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(APCOA) : EU(W−g(e)−λA(S−W )) =
∑
i

piU(Wi−g(ei)−λA(Si−Wi)) ≥ U ≡ U(W0)

The fact that agent becomes inequity averse does not change the nature of the hidden

action problem. The only thing changing is the payo� representations of the agent at

state 2 and state 3. The incentive compatibility constraint which makes agent reveal

her environment's true level of productivity- when supervisor's monitoring fails- for

the other regarding agent is as follows:

(AICOA) : W3 − g(e3)− λA(S3 −W3) ≥W2 − g(e2 −∆θ)− λA(S2 −W2)

Before writing the collusion constraints, we explain the process behind the prevention

of collusive behaviour between the supervisor and the agent a bit in detail. There are

two main components the briber considers when she attempts to form a coalition with

the other party: How much she has to pay and how much she can pay.

How much the briber has to pay is directly related with the minimum amount of side

payment necessary which persuades the bribed party into forming a coalition. Any

payment lower than minimum acceptable side transfer- which we denote as tmin from

now on- does not initiate a collusion between the supervisor and the agent. In our

cases, the di�erence between the bribed party's payo� at the true state of nature and

her payo� at falsely claimed state of nature is the minimum side transfer that makes

her indi�erent between accepting the bribe or not accepting it.

How much the briber can pay is directly related with the maximum amount she can

transfer to the bribed party without making herself worse o� than the case in which

she stays loyal to the true state of nature. If the side transfer necessary for coalition

forming is higher than this amount, the briber does not prefer to collude with the

other party. In our cases, the di�erence between the briber's payo� at falsely claimed

state of nature and her payo� at the true state of nature is the maximum amount

of payment she can provide- which we denote as tmax from now on- that makes her

indi�erent between attempting to collude with the other party or not attempting.

In order to cease forming a coalition between the supervisor and the agent, the principal

must arrange the payo�s of both parties such that how much the briber has to pay
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must not be lower than how much she can pay. The principal tries to increase the

amount of minimum side transfer at which the bribed party is indi�erent to accepting

the bribe o�er, or tries to decrease the maximum amount of side payment the briber

can provide without making herself worse o� than the alternative case where she stays

loyal to true nature of state, or tries to do a mix of these two strategy. In fact, collusion

constraints can be seen as a practice of these two strategies.

We return to the benchmark case to see the tools used in ceasing collusive behaviour.

For the �rst possible collusion at state 1 (for CIC1) we have: tmin = S1 − S2 and

tmax = W2 −W1 + g(e1)− g(e2).

For the second possible collusion at state 4 (for CIC2) we have: tmin = S4 − S3 and

tmax = W3 −W4 + g(e4)− g(e3).

For the third possible collusion at state 3 (for CIC3) we have: tmin = W3 −W2 +

g(e2 −∆θ)− g(e3) and tmax = S2 − S3.

These equations shows that the principal increases S1−S2, S4−S3, W3−W2 + g(e2−

∆θ)− g(e3) or decreases W2−W1 + g(e1)− g(e2), W3−W4 + g(e4)− g(e3), S2−S3 or

mix these two options to prevent bribe actions in benchmark case. Using this fact, we

de�ne supervisor's wage di�erence tool and agent's wage di�erence tool which principal

utilizes in her �ght against collusive behaviour in the hierarchy.

Supervisor's wage di�erence tools:

For (CIC1): ∆S12 = S1 − S2 : Increase S1, decrease S2 or do both

For (CIC2): ∆S43 = S4 − S3 : Increase S4, decrease S3 or do both

For (CIC3): ∆S32 = S3 − S2 : Increase S3, decrease S2 or do both

Agent's wage di�erence tools:

For (CIC1): ∆W12 = W1 −W2 : Increase W1, decrease W2 or do both

For (CIC2): ∆W43 = W4 −W3 : Increase W4, decrease W3 or do both
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For (CIC3): ∆W32 = W3 −W2 : Increase W3, decrease W2 or do both

We now investigate these tools' individual e�ectiveness and compare them with the

ones in the benchmark case throughout the later models. As a side note, we remark

that the change in wages is realized through the components independent from the

e�ort level exerted by the agent.

In the case where the agent has other-regarding preferences and considers the wage of

the supervisor in her own well-being, we have:

For the �rst possible collusion the principal faces with, maximum side transfer must

satisfyW2− tOAmax,1−g(e2)−λA(S2 + tOAmax,1−W2 + tOAmax,1) = W1−g(e1)−λA(S1−W1)

such that it is not rational for the agent to o�er more than tOAmax,1 when she wants to

make supervisor provide false report about productivity to the principal. Then,

tOAmax,1 =
W2 − g(e2)− λA(S2 −W2)−W1 + g(e1) + λA(S1 −W1)

1 + 2λA

and we also have

tOAmin,1 = S1 − S2

In order to prevent collusion, the principal arranges the main contract such that:

tOAmin,1 ≥ tOAmax,1 ⇒ tOAmin,1 − tOAmax,1 ≥ 0 (CIC1OA)

(CIC1OA) : S1 +
W1 − g(e1)− λA(S1 −W1)

1 + 2λA
≥ S2 +

W2 − g(e2)− λA(S2 −W2)

1 + 2λA

First, note that paying a side transfer not only decrease the agent's monetary payo� but

also make her feel worse by increasing the inequality between her and the supervisor.

Therefore, the maximum amount of side transfer the agent can provide is reduced
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for the inequity averse agent comparing the amount with the one in benchmark case.

Using agent's wage di�erence tool (increasing ∆W12) not only directly increases the

agents relative monetary payo� at state 1 against state 2 but also results in a better

comparative change in inequality between her and the supervisor at state 1. This also

creates a decreasing e�ect on the maximum amount the agent can pay for a bribe. It

makes agent more prone to stay at the true state of nature, state 1. On the other

hand, increasing ∆S12 -from one side- a�ects and increases minimum side transfer

that supervisor accepts to claim false information and- from other side- creates higher

comparative inequality at state 1 between agent and supervisor and makes shifting to

state 2 a bit more alluring to the agent. It means the positive e�ect of using supervisor's

wage di�erence tool on preventing bribe is a bit negated when the agent in the hierarchy

is inequity averse. To sum up, we can say that individual e�ectiveness of agent's wage

di�erence tool is increased though things are reverse for the supervisor's wage di�erence

tool. However, the change in both of these tools' individual e�ectiveness is probably

overshadowed by the direct e�ect of inequity aversion on the maximum amount of side

transfer the agent is willing to pay.

For the second possible collusion the principal faces with, maximum side transfer must

satisfyW3− tOAmax,2−g(e3)−λA(S3 + tOAmax,2−W3 + tOAmax,2) = W4−g(e4)−λA(S4−W4)

such that it is not rational for the agent to o�er more than tOAmax,2 when she wants to

make supervisor provide false report about productivity to the principal. Then,

tOAmax,2 =
W3 − g(e3)− λA(S3 −W3)−W4 + g(e4) + λA(S4 −W4)

1 + 2λA

and we also have

tOAmin,2 = S4 − S3

In order to prevent collusion, the principal arranges the main contract such that:

tOAmin,2 ≥ tOAmax,2 ⇒ tOAmin,2 − tOAmax,2 ≥ 0 (CIC2OA)
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(CIC2OA) : S4 +
W4 − g(e4)− λA(S4 −W4)

1 + 2λA
≥ S3 +

W3 − g(e3)− λA(S3 −W3)

1 + 2λA

The nature of the collusion at state 4 is same with the one at state 1. Therefore,

changing S1, S2,W1,W2 with S4, S3,W4,W3 respectively in the corresponding para-

graph above is su�cient to see the changes in the e�ectiveness of principal's tools.

For the third possible collusion the principal faces with, minimum side transfer must

satisfyW2+tOAmin,3−g(e2−∆θ)−λA(S2−tOAmin,3−W2−tOAmin,3) = W3−g(e3)−λA(S3−W3)

so that agent accepts to claim that she is working at state 2, not at the true state of

nature, state 3. Then,

tOAmin,3 =
W3 − g(e3)− λA(S3 −W3)−W2 + g(e2 −∆θ) + λA(S2 −W2)

1 + 2λA

and we also have

tOAmax,3 = S2 − S3

In order to prevent collusion, the principal arranges the main contract such that:

tOAmin,3 ≥ tOAmax,3 ⇒ tOAmin,3 − tOAmax,3 ≥ 0 (CIC3OA)

(CIC3OA) : S3+
W3 − g(e3)− λA(S3 −W3)

1 + 2λA
≥ S2+

W2 − g(e2 −∆θ)− λA(S2 −W2)

1 + 2λA

The �rst thing we should note is the fact that paying a side transfer to an inequity

averse agent not only increase her monetary payo� but also make her feel better by

decreasing the inequality between her and the supervisor. Thus, a side transfer less

than the one in the benchmark case may make the agent accept a bribe o�er. On

the other hand, using agent's wage di�erence tool (increasing ∆W32) not only directly
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increases the agents relative monetary payo� at state 3 against state 2 but also results

in a better comparative change in inequality between her and the supervisor. It makes

agent more prone to stay at the true state of nature, state 3. Increasing ∆S32 -from one

side- a�ects and decreases maximum side transfer that can be o�ered to the agent and-

from other side- creates higher comparative inequality at state 3 and makes shifting to

state 2 more alluring to the agent. It means that the positive e�ect of using supervisor's

wage di�erence tool on preventing bribe is a bit negated when the agent in the hierarchy

is inequity averse. To sum up, we can say that individual e�ectiveness of agent's wage

di�erence tool is increased though things are reverse for the supervisor's wage di�erence

tool. However, the change in both of these tools' individual e�ectiveness is probably

overshadowed by the increasing tendency of inequity averse agent to accept a side

transfer.

We now solve the optimal contract problem for the principal. The principal wants

to maximize her expected utility,
∑

i pi(θi + ei − Si −Wi), subject to constraints we

introduced by choosing the right Si,Wi, ei values. In other words, we have to solve the

following problem:

max
(Si,Wi,ei)

∑
i

pi(θi + ei − Si −Wi)

subject to (SPCOA), (APCOA), (AICOA), (CIC1OA), (CIC2OA), (CIC3OA)

Proposition 2.1: The solution for the e�ort levels to the principal's problem with an

other regarding (inequity averse) agent in the hierarchy has the following properties:

a) eOA1 = eOA3 = eOA4 > eOA2

b) ∂eOA
1

∂λA
=

∂eOA
2

∂λA
=

∂eOA
3

∂λA
=

∂eOA
4

∂λA
> 0

c) eOA1 = eOA3 = eOA4 > eB2 = e∗ and eOA2 > eB2 , there is a threshold λA(∆θ) value at

which eOA2 = e∗

Proposition 2.1.a. states that the e�ort level induced by the principal is lower at

state 2 when productivity is low, θ, and supervisor's report is empty, r = φ, due to
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the latter's failure to observe the productivity level in the environment. This result

is not because of the measures taken to prevent collusive behaviour but to provide

necessary incentive to the agent- to satisfy (AICOA) - which makes her to stay at the

the true productivity level θ at state 3. When supervisor fails to monitor the agent,

the principal induces lower e�ort at state 2 than the one at state 3 so that she can

make reduction on W2. The attractiveness of shifting to low productivity state from

the higher one is decreased via this way.

Proposition 2.1.b. implies that as the agent cares more about the wage inequality

between her and the supervisor, the e�ort level induced by the principal rises at every

state. This is due to the fact that the inequity averse agent does not enjoy being behind

in wages and her wage increases with her e�ort level. The principal can exploit this

fact and moderates the increasing cost of e�ort with the decrease in wage inequality.

As agent becomes more sensitive to being behind, it is easier to o�set the cost of extra

e�ort with reducing inequality which means the principal induces higher and higher

e�ort levels. Therefore, from the e�ort side of the principal's problem, we can say that

the principal is more prone to choose an agent with higher inequity aversion sensitivity

in a pool that consists of identical agents with same properties except their inequity

aversion levels, since higher e�ort means higher output for the principal.

Proposition 2.1.c. is the directly related to Proposition 2.1.b., because we can consider

the self interested agent as the one showing zero sensitivity against wage inequality.

Thus, principal can induce higher e�ort levels at every state when agent is inequity

averse comparing them with the ones in the benchmark case. The principal makes

agent exert more-than-optimal e�ort levels at state 1, 3 and 4. If the cost moderation

e�ect of reducing wage inequality dominates the need for inducing lower e�ort and -

consequently- lower wage at state 2 to persuade agent stay at state 3 when supervisor

fails at monitoring the agent's environment, the principal can also induce more-than-

optimal e�ort at state 2. Since higher the di�erence between high and low productivity

levels are lower the e�ort level induced at state 2 must be the principal must �nd an

agent with higher inequity aversion sensitivity in order to induce more-than-optimal

level of e�ort at state 2.
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Proposition 2.2: All of the constraints, except CIC1OA introduced to the principal's

problem with an other regarding (inequity averse) agent in the hierarchy have positive

shadow prices, i.e. they are binding.

This is exactly the same result we see in the benchmark problem, since whether the

agent is inequity averse or self interested she always prefer to let it known that the

reason of lower output (pro�t) at state 2 is low productivity environment. In that case,

the supervisor also supports the agent and acts like an advocate for her by reporting

true state of nature which is the one with low productivity.

Proposition 2.3: The solution for the wages of the supervisor to the principal's prob-

lem with an other regarding (inequity averse) agent in the hierarchy has the following

properties:

a) SOA4 > SOA1 > SOA2 = SOA3

b) SOA1 < SB1 , S
OA
2 < SB2 , S

OA
3 < SB3 . S

OA
4 's relative position against SB4 is ambigu-

ous.

Proposition 2.3.a. shows the ranking of the supervisor's wages (which is same with

the corresponding part in proposition 1) at di�erent states and the reason behind this

result is almost same with the one in corresponding proposition in benchmark case.

The di�erence is that the principal does not consider Wi only while arranging the

wages to �nd optimal contract, but instead try to set Wi − λA(Si −Wi) accordingly.

Proposition 2.3.b. implies the fact that when the agent is inequity averse the supervi-

sor's wage at state 1,2 and 3 is lower than the corresponding benchmark wages. This

is quite natural since the agent does now care about the wage of supervisor and is

a�ected badly by the wage inequality. To compensate the reduction in agents utility,

the principal must increase the agent's wage, and she has also an option to cut super-
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visor's wage to fortify her former decision. She may want to reduce wage inequality

further via a decrease in supervisor's wages, since compensating the wage inequality

only through the agent's wages can be very costly. On the other hand, the story at

state 4 is a little bit di�erent. First, remember that increasing S4 is one of the tools to

cease bribe activity at state 4 and its individual e�ectiveness is lower when the agent

is inequity averse. It means the principal needs a further increase in S4 to satisfy

collusion constraint at state 4. This negates the e�ect of principal's decision to reduce

supervisor's wages, though which e�ect is dominant is not certain. Note that this turns

S4 into much more important factor in hiring a supervisor. Since it is good to reduce

S1, S2 and S3 when the agent is inequity averse, the principal must increase S4 to

make the same supervisor accept new contract, i.e. to o�er her the reservation wage.

Otherwise, the principal needs to approach another supervisor candidate with a lower

reservation wage. In a world where the higher reservation wage relates with higher

skill, this situation can be resulted in working with a low skilled supervisor and loss

of pro�ts for the principal. We can consider this result as a disadvantage of having an

inequity averse agent in the hierarchy.

Though the ranking between the wages are same, one of the di�erences lies within the

wage dispersion between states. Note that S1's only purpose is to satisfy participation

constraints and there is no use for it in collusion constraints. On the other hand, S2

and S3 must decrease further since they are used in to cease bribe for (CIC2OA),

(CIC3OA) and their individual e�ectiveness is lower for the case with inequity averse

agent. The decrease in S2 and S3 should be more than before, and it creates a wider

wage dispersion between S1 and S2 = S3. We have already explained that a further

increase in S4 is needed to satisfy collusion constraint at state 4. This also creates

a wider wage dispersion between S4 and S1. In the end, although the ranking of

supervisor's wages at di�erent states is same with the one in benchmark case, the wage

dispersion between them becomes wider when the agent in the hierarchy is inequity

averse. This result is de�nitely not a thing a risk averse supervisor wants.

Proposition 2.4: The solution for the wages of the agent to the principal's problem

with an other regarding (inequity averse) agent in the hierarchy has the following

properties:
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a) WOA
3 − g(eOA3 )− λA(SOA3 −WOA

3 ) > WOA
4 − g(eOA4 )− λA(SOA4 −WOA

4 ) > WOA
1 −

g(eOA1 )− λA(SOA1 −WOA
1 ) > WOA

2 − g(eOA2 )− λA(SOA2 −WOA
2 )

and WOA
3 > WOA

4 > WOA
1 > WOA

2

b) WOA
i > WB

i

The ranking of agent's utilities and the ranking of agent's wages at di�erent states when

the agent is inequity averse is same with the ones in benchmark case's proposition.

The reason behind the ranking of utilities is similar to benchmark case's. However,

there is an important di�erence. In the benchmark case the principal was considering

the monetary payo� of the agent while arranging her wage. When the agent has

other regarding preferences the principal must also think about the sense of inequality

between the agent and the supervisor. Proposition 2.4.a. remarks this fact.

Though the ranking of the wages is also same with the one in the benchmark case

the di�erence between wages may change due to inequity aversion. The fact that we

have S4 > S1 > S2 results in a higher gap between W4 and W1, and W1 and W2.

The compensation for the wage inequality is higher at state 4 than at state 1, and is

higher at state 1 than at state 2. The di�erence between W3 and W4 can be lower

since S4 > S3 and the fact that compensating wage inequality is easier at state 3 than

at state 4. However, as the di�erence between S4 and S3 increases, the di�erence

between W3 and W4 must also increase to satisfy (CIC3OA) condition. Therefore, the

total change in the gap between these two wages is ambiguous. To sum up, although

their ranking is same with the one in proposition 1 the dispersion between the wages

at state 1,2 and 4 increases but it is not certain for the states 3 and 4. Remember that

as the dispersion between the wages at di�erent states increases it gets harder to work

with risk averse agents.

Proposition 2.4.b. states that inequity averse agent's wage is higher than the self

interested agents wage so that the participation constraint of the agent is satis�ed.

This is quite natural since the agent is now worse o� due to wage inequality and the

principal must compensate her by giving her extra wage payment (and make her better
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o� through both monetary and non-monetary payo�). Moreover, we have already

stated that the principal induces higher e�ort when the agent is inequity averse which

also shows why agent gets a wage rise.

4.3 Other Regarding Supervisor ( λA = 0, λS 6= 0 )

We now consider the case where the supervisor has other-regarding preferences and

compares her wage with the agent's wage. Supervisor's wage is always higher than

the wage of the agent, since the former is at the upper level of the given hierarchy.

(Si > Wi) As a result, the supervisor can show two di�erent behaviour unlike an other-

regarding agent. She may either be inequality averse and feels bad about the fact that

she is earning a higher wage than her co-worker, or be status-seeker and thrives from

being ahead which is a sign of her position (status) against her co-worker. For the

status-seeker supervisor we use λS < 0, and for the inequity averse one we use 0.5 ≥

λS > 0. The reason why λS > 0 is not the only constraint for the inequity aversion

parameter of the supervisor is explained later throughout the analyse of principal's

problem.

The individual rationality conditions (participation constraints) are constructed with

the same approach we take in the previous models. Then, we have:

(SPCOS) : EV (S − λS(S −W )) =
∑
i

piV (Si − λS(Si −Wi)) ≥ V ≡ V (S0)

(APCOS) : EU(W − g(e)) =
∑
i

piU(Wi − g(ei)) ≥ U ≡ U(W0)

Whether the supervisor has other regarding preferences or not does not a�ect the

nature of hidden action problem. Thus, for the case the supervisor is other-regarding,

the incentive compatibility constraint which makes agent reveal true state of nature

in her environment when supervisor's monitoring fails is as follows:

(AICOS) : W3 − g(e3) ≥W2 − g(e2 −∆θ)
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In the case where the supervisor considers wage of the agent in the former's well-being,

now we start to derive collusion constraints and look for the change in e�ectiveness of

the tools the principal uses to cease collusive behaviour.

For the �rst possible collusion when the realized state is 1, minimum side transfer must

satisfy S2 + tOSmin,1 − λS(S2 + tOSmin,1 −W2 + tOSmin,1) = S1 − λS(S1 −W1) so that the

supervisor accepts to falsely claim that she does not know the productivity level in the

environment. Then,

tOSmin,1 =
S1 − λS(S1 −W1)− (S2 − λS(S2 −W2))

1− 2λS

and we also have,

tOSmax,1 = W2 − g(e2)− (W1 − g(e1))

In order to prevent collusion, the principal arranges the main contract such that:

tOSmin,1 ≥ tOSmax,1 ⇒ tOSmin,1 − tOSmax,1 ≥ 0 (CIC1OS)

(CIC1OS) :
S1 − λS(S1 −W1)

1− 2λS
+W1 − g(e1) ≥ S2 − λS(S2 −W2)

1− 2λS
+W2 − g(e2)

First, note that paying a side transfer to the status-seeker supervisor not only increase

her monetary payo� directly but also make her feel better by increasing the wage

di�erence between her and the agent, i.e. by increasing her position (status) against

the agent. Hence, a side transfer can show more impact to make supervisor more prone

to accept a bribe o�er comparing the situation with the one in benchmark case. On the

other hand, using supervisor's wage di�erence tool (increasing ∆S12) not only directly

increases the supervisor's monetary payo� at state 1 relative to the one at state 2 but

also results in a better comparative change in her status di�erence at state 1. Moreover,
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second e�ect is ampli�ed as the supervisor becomes more status-seeker. She is now

more prone to stay at state 1. We can say that individual e�ectiveness of supervisor's

wage di�erence tool is increased. For the agent's wage di�erence tool, increasing

∆W12 shows the same e�ect on maximum side transfer the agent can o�er comparing

it's e�ect with the one in benchmark case. However, when the supervisor is status-

seeker using ∆W12 also a�ects the amount of minimum side payment the supervisor

accepts which is not the case for a self-interested supervisor. Increasing ∆W12 creates

lesser comparative inequality (weaker signal of status) between the supervisor and the

agent at state 1, and makes shifting to state 2 more alluring for the supervisor. This

tendency also increases as the supervisor becomes more sensitive to the sign of status

di�erence. Thus, the positive e�ect of increasing ∆W12 on the maximum side transfer

to prevent bribe is negated a bit. Using agent's wage di�erence tool -individually- is

not e�ective as if it was in the benchmark case in the prevention of a coalition between

supervisor and agent, when state 1 is realized.

Things becomes reverse for an inequity averse supervisor. First, note that paying a

side transfer to the inequity averse supervisor make her feel worse due to the increase

in inequality between her and the agent, and negates the positive e�ect on the payo�

coming from the monetary side payment. Thus, a side transfer's impact on making

the supervisor accept a bribe o�er is reduced comparing it with the one in benchmark

case.

Using supervisor's wage di�erence tool (increasing ∆S12) - from one side- increases the

monetary payo� of the supervisor at state 1 relative to the one at state 2. However,

- from the other side- it results in a higher comparative change in the inequality

between the agent and the supervisor at state 1, and makes supervisor feel relatively

much more worse since she cares about the agent's well being. This feeling becomes

more prominent as the supervisor is more sensitive to inequality (as λS increases).

In the end, it makes agent become a bit more prone to shifting to state 2. We can

say that individual e�ectiveness of supervisor's wage di�erence tool is reduced when

an inequity averse supervisor is in the hierarchy. Using agent's wage di�erence tool

∆W12, on the other hand, shows the same e�ect on the maximum side transfer the

agent can o�er again. In both benchmark case and current case, the maximum side
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transfer that can be o�ered is reduced by the same amount. However, using ∆W12

also a�ects the amount of minimum side transfer the supervisor accepts for a bribe,

when the supervisor in the hierarchy is inequity averse. Increasing ∆W12 creates lesser

comparative inequality between the supervisor and the agent at state 1, and makes

shifting to state 2 less alluring for an inequity averse supervisor. This tendency also

increases as the supervisor becomes more sensitive to wage inequality. Therefore, the

positive e�ect of increasing ∆W12 on preventing collusion at state 1 by decreasing the

maximum side transfer the agent can pay is now ampli�ed. Individual e�ectiveness of

using agent's wage di�erence tool is higher now comparing it with the one in benchmark

case to prevent a supervisor-agent collation, when the realized state is 1.

For the second possible collusion- when the realized state is 4- , minimum side transfer

must satisfy S3 + tOSmin,2−λS(S3 + tOSmin,2−W3 + tOSmin,2) = S4−λS(S4−W4) so that the

supervisor accepts to falsely claim that she was not able to monitor the productivity

level in the environment. Then,

tOSmin,2 =
S4 − λS(S4 −W4)− (S3 − λS(S3 −W3))

1− 2λS

and we also have,

tOSmax,2 = W3 − g(e3)− (W4 − g(e4))

In order to prevent collusion, the principal arranges the main contract such that:

tOSmin,2 ≥ tOSmax,2 ⇒ tOSmin,2 − tOSmax,2 ≥ 0 (CIC2OS)

(CIC2OS) :
S4 − λS(S4 −W4)

1− 2λS
+W4 − g(e4) ≥ S3 − λS(S3 −W3)

1− 2λS
+W3 − g(e3)
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Since satisfying (CIC2OS) is same with (CIC1OS) in nature (the agent tries to bribe

the supervisor when the latter successfully monitor the environment of the former)

the reasons behind the change in e�ectiveness of the principal's tools for the second

possible collusion are also same with the ones behind we remarked for (CIC1OS).

∆S43 and ∆W43 take the place of ∆S12 and ∆W12, state 4 and state 3 take the place

of state 1 and state 2 respectively.

Before deriving the necessary conditions to stop collusion between the supervisor and

the agent when the supervisor fails to monitor agent, the context of tOSmin,1 and tOSmin,2

makes us to state the following:

Proposition 3: It is impossible for the agent to bribe the supervisor in (CIC1OS)

and (CIC2OS) conditions when λS = 0.5.

Proposition 3 implies that when the supervisor's sensitivity to wage inequality between

her and the agent reach a certain level (in our case it is 0.5, since we use Fehr and

Schmidt's (1999) linear inequity aversion utility formula) she does not accept any

coalition o�er coming from the agent. It is because of the fact that there exists a certain

value for λS where the disutility coming from accepting the bribe and increasing the

inequality completely o�sets the monetary gain of the corresponding side transfer.

We later analyze the principal's problem when there is an inequity averse supervisor

with λS = 0.5 in the hierarchy in the next subsection.

tOSmin,1 and tOSmin,2 also explain our choice of 0 < λS < 0.5 while analyzing the princi-

pal's problem with inequity averse supervisor. For λS > 0.5, when the agent comes

with a bribe o�er, the supervisor pays the side transfer, which the agent supposed to

pay, in order to make herself feel better by decreasing inequality. This is completely

unrealistic. Thus, we accept that the supervisor's inequity aversion sensitivity cannot

be higher than 0.5.

For the third possible collusion when the realized state is 3, maximum side transfer

the supervisor can o�er must satisfy S2 − tOSmax,3 − λS(S2 − tOSmax,3 −W2 − tOSmax,3) =
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S3 − λS(S3 −W3) such that it is not rational for the supervisor to o�er more than

tmax,3 when she wants to make agent announce wrong level of productivity. Then,

tOSmax,3 =
S2 − λS(S2 −W2)− (S3 − λS(S3 −W3))

1− 2λS

and we also have,

tOSmin,3 = W3 − g(e3)− (W2 − g(e2 −∆θ))

In order to prevent collusion, the principal arranges the main contract such that:

tOSmin,3 ≥ tOSmax,3 ⇒ tOSmin,3 − tOSmax,3 ≥ 0 (CIC3OS)

(CIC3OS) :
S3 − λS(S3 −W3)

1− 2λS
+W3−g(e3) ≥ S2 − λS(S2 −W2)

1− 2λS
+W2−g(e2−∆θ)

Note that when AIC holds with equality, (CIC3OS) turns into:

(CIC3OS
′
) : S3 − λS(S3 −W3) ≥ S2 − λS(S2 −W2)

First, note that paying a side transfer to the agent not only decrease the monetary

payo� of the status-seeker supervisor but also make her feel worse due to disutility

coming from the reduction in her relative status against the agent. Thus, the maximum

amount of side transfer the supervisor can provide is reduced for the status-seeker

supervisor comparing it with the one in benchmark case.

Using supervisor's wage di�erence tool (increasing ∆S32) not only directly increases

the supervisor's relative monetary payo� at state 3 against state 2 but also results in

a higher comparative change in inequality between her and the agent at state 3. This

also creates a decreasing e�ect on the maximum amount the supervisor can pay for
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a bribe. Thus, it makes supervisor more prone to stay at the true state of nature,

state 3. On the other hand, increasing ∆W32 -from one side- a�ects and increases

minimum side transfer that agent accepts to claim false information and- from other

side- creates lesser comparative inequality at state 3 between agent and supervisor

and makes shifting to state 2 a bit more alluring to the supervisor. Thus, the positive

e�ect of using agent's wage di�erence tool on preventing bribe is a bit negated when

the supervisor in the hierarchy is status-seeker. To sum up, we can say that individual

e�ectiveness of supervisor's wage di�erence tool is increased though things are di�erent

for the agent's wage di�erence tool. However, the change in both of these tools'

individual e�ectiveness is probably overshadowed by the e�ect of status-seeking on the

maximum amount of side transfer the supervisor is willing to pay.

Things become reverse for an inequity averse supervisor. First, note that paying a

side transfer to agent make her feel better due to the decrease in inequality between

her and the agent, and improves the negative e�ect on the payo� coming from the

monetary side payment. Thus, the maximum amount of side transfer the supervisor

can provide is risen for the inequity averse supervisor comparing it with the one in

benchmark case.

Using supervisor's wage di�erence tool (increasing ∆S32) - from one side- increases the

monetary payo� of the supervisor at state 3 relative to the one at state 2. However, -

from the other side- it results in a higher comparative change in the inequality between

the agent and the supervisor at state 3, and makes supervisor feel relatively much more

worse since she cares about the agent's well being. This feeling becomes more promi-

nent as the supervisor is more sensitive to inequality (as λS increases). This makes

supervisor become a bit more prone to shifting to state 2. We can say that individual

e�ectiveness of supervisor's wage di�erence tool is reduced when an inequity averse

supervisor is in the hierarchy. Using agent's wage di�erence tool ∆W32, on the other

hand, shows the same e�ect on the minimum side transfer the agent accepts for a bribe

again. In both benchmark case and current case the minimum side transfer that can

be accepted is increased by the same amount. However, using ∆W32 also a�ects the

amount of maximum side transfer the supervisor is willing to pay for a bribe, when the

supervisor in the hierarchy is inequity averse. Increasing ∆W32 creates lesser compar-
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ative inequality between the supervisor and the agent at state 3, and makes shifting

to state 2 less alluring for an inequity averse supervisor. This tendency also increases

as the supervisor becomes more sensitive to wage inequality. Thus, the positive ef-

fect of increasing ∆W32 on preventing collusion at state 3 by increasing the minimum

side transfer the supervisor can pay is now ampli�ed. Individual e�ectiveness of using

agent's wage di�erence tool is higher now comparing it with the one in benchmark case

to prevent a supervisor-agent collation, when the realized state is 3. To sum up, we

can say that individual e�ectiveness of supervisor's wage di�erence tool is decreased

though things are di�erent for the agent's wage di�erence tool. However, the change

in both of these tools' individual e�ectiveness is probably overshadowed by the e�ect

of inequity aversion on the maximum amount of side transfer the supervisor is willing

to pay.

Next, we solve principal's problem when the hierarchy has an other-regarding supervi-

sor to �nd the optimal contract. The principal wants to maximize her expected utility∑
i pi(θi + ei − Si −Wi), subject to constraints we introduced by choosing the right

Si,Wi, ei values. In other words, we have to solve the following problem:

max
(Si,Wi,ei)

∑
i

pi(θi + ei − Si −Wi)

subject to (SPCOS), (APCOS), (AICOS), (CIC1OS), (CIC2OS), (CIC3OS)

Proposition 4.1: The solution for the e�ort levels to the principal's problem with an

other-regarding supervisor in the hierarchy has the following properties:

For the inequity averse supervisor:

i) eOS1 = eOS3 = eOS4 > eOS2

ii) eOS1 = eOS3 = eOS4 > eB = e∗ and eOS2 > eB2 , there is a threshold λS(∆θ) value at

which eOS2 = e∗
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For the status seeker supervisor:

i) eOS1 = eOS3 = eOS4 > eOS2

ii) eOS1 = eOS3 = eOS4 < eB = e∗ and eOS2 < eB2

The relationship between e�ort and λS is ∂eOS
i

∂λS
> 0.

For both type of hierarchies which includes the status seeker or the inequity averse

supervisor, e�ort level induced at state 2 is lower than the ones at other states, when

productivity is low, θ, and supervisor's report is empty, r = φ, due to the latter's

failure to monitor the agent's environment. The result is not because of the measures

taken to prevent collusive behaviour but due to the necessity to provide an incentive

to the agent (to satisfy AICOS) which makes her announce the true productivity level

when it is not observed. Principal induces lower e�ort at state 2 so that she can reduce

W2 in order to make earning W3 and state 3 more appalling.

For the inequity averse supervisor, proposition 4.1 implies that the principal induces

higher e�ort levels for the agent than the ones in benchmark case (which means more-

than-optimal e�ort levels at state 1,3 and 4). This is because of the fact that inequity

averse supervisor does not enjoy being ahead, and the principal increases wage of the

agent in order to reduce wage inequality and to satisfy the supervisor's participation

constraint mainly. A rise in the wages makes agent accept exerting higher e�ort. The

increase in agent wages is somewhat compensated with higher agent e�ort and higher

output. Furthermore, as the supervisor becomes more inequity averse the increase in

agent wages to satisfy her must be higher. It means that the principal should induce

higher and higher e�ort levels. If the need to satisfy the inequity averse supervisor

through an increase in the agent's wage dominates the need for a reduction of her wage

at state 2 to satisfy AICOS , the principal may has to induce more-than-optimal e�ort

at state 2 also.

Note that after the optimal e�ort level, the cost of e�ort which induces the same

pro�t increase as the wage increase is higher than the utility gain of the agent coming
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from a rise in her wage. Therefore, since the principal has to also satisfy the agent's

participation constraint at the same time, the principal is probably worse o� having

an inequity averse supervisor in the hierarchy, and it hurts more as the the supervisor

becomes more sensitive to wage inequality. Even if this is the case, it is always better

than increasing only supervisor's wages to compensate the disutility coming from the

wage inequality, since supervisor is not a productive unit in our hierarchy models.

On the other hand, the induced e�ort levels are lower in the case where the hierar-

chy has a status-seeker supervisor. Since the status-seeker supervisor sees the wage

inequality as a sign of status, she enjoys being ahead. Thus, principal decreases the

agent's wage to use supervisor's this kind of personality and exploits wage inequality.

Reduction in wages means that the agent now exerts lower e�ort than before in order

to satisfy her participation constraint. As the supervisor becomes more sensitive to

her sign of status, the agent's wage and consequently the exerted e�ort falls further.

It is possible to think that inducing less-than-optimal e�ort can be seen as a lost

opportunity to get higher output and higher pro�ts. However, we want to remark that

supervisor earns a wage without producing anything and lowering agent's wages also

opens a path in which the principal can reduce supervisor's wage too thanks to the

latter's enjoyment she gets from wage inequality (remember the supervisor always gets

higher wage since she is at the upper level in the hierarchy). Lowering a wage that

does not provide any output is de�nitely a thing the principal wants.

Proposition 4.2: All of the constraints, except (CIC1OS) introduced to the prin-

cipal's problem with an other regarding supervisor in the hierarchy are binding, i.e.

have positive shadow prices.

This is the same result we see in benchmark case. Since whether the supervisor is

other-regarding or self interested, the agent always prefer to make it known as the fact

that the reason of lower pro�ts at state 2 is because of low productivity environment.

The supervisor also knows the agent's choice and advocates for her and reports the

true state of nature, r = θ
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Proposition 4.3: The solution for the wages of the agent to the principal's problem

with an other regarding supervisor in the hierarchy has the following properties:

a) WOS
3 − g(eOS3 ) > WOS

4 − g(eOS4 ) > WOS
1 − g(eOS1 ) > WOS

2 − g(eOS2 )

and

WOS
3 > WOS

4 > WOS
1 > WOS

2

b)

(CIC2OS) :
SOS4 − λS(SOS4 −WOS

4 )

1− 2λS
+WOS

4 =
SOS3 − λS(SOS3 −WOS

3 )

1− 2λS
+WOS

3

The ranking of the wages is completely same with the results in benchmark case. The

reason behind it is also same. The only di�erence is that principal does not only

concern about setting right Si but also cares about arranging Si − λS(Si −Wi). This

also makes the formulas for (CIC2OS) and (CIC2) a little bit di�erent, though the

fact that both of them binds at optimal solution is the important thing. We refer the

reader to look at corresponding explanations for proposition 1.

Though the rankings are same, the main di�erences lies at the level of these wages

and the dispersion between them. With the help of proposition 4.1, we know that

the principal needs to reduce agent wages at every state to satisfy the needs of status-

seeker supervisor. As a result, there is a decrease in agent's wage at every state coming

from this e�ect. Since W1 does not play a role in any of the collusion constraints and

agent's incentive constraint, it is certain that WOS
1 is lower than WB

1 .

W2 is needed to satisfy (AIC) and (CIC3) constraints. Satisfying (AIC) has the same

nature in both benchmark case and the case where the principal deals with other-

regarding supervisor. On the other hand, decreasing W2 is less e�ective on satisfying

(CIC3) when the supervisor is status seeker. Thus, a higher amount of decrease in

W2 is necessary to prevent collusion when the realized state is 3. The result at the end

is not only WOS
2 < WB

2 but also a higher wage dispersion between WOS
1 and WOS

2 .
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W4 is important to prevent collusion when the realized state is 4, (CIC2), and we also

know that when the supervisor in the hierarchy is status-seeker increasing W4 now

show less impact on ceasing collusive behaviour. As a result, a higher increase in W4

is needed to satisfy (CIC2). However, whether this e�ect on W4 dominates the need

of a decrease in W4 due to status-seeker supervisor's participation constraint or not is

ambiguous. We can not make certain statements on the ranking between WOS
4 and

WB
4 . In any way, the gap between W4 and W1 de�nitely increases for the current case.

Arranging W3 is the most complicated one for the principal. It is utilized to satisfy

(AIC), (CIC2) and (CIC3) at the same time. It's role and e�ectiveness on the

satisfaction of (AIC) has the same nature for both other-regarding and self-interested

supervisor. On the other hand, our solution to the principal's problem implies that

the need of increasing W3 to satisfy (CIC3) dominates the need of decreasing it to

satisfy (CIC2). We also know that increasing W3 to prevent collusion at state 3

has less impact when the supervisor in the hierarchy is status-seeker. Hence, a further

increase inW3 is necessary for the satisfaction of (CIC3)OS comparing it with (CIC3).

Again, whether the decrease in W3 coming from the need to satisfy the participation

constraint of status-seeker supervisor is dominated by this further increase in W3 is

ambiguous. Thus, the ranking between WOS
3 and WB

3 is not certain. On the other

hand, the further increase in W3 to satisfy (CIC3) is less than the further increase

needed in W4 to satisfy (CIC2). (Remember that there is also a downward pressure

on W3 in order to satisfy (CIC2) at the same time.) Thus, the dispersion between W3

and W4 decreases a bit when the supervisor in the hierarchy is status-seeker.

To sum up, when the hierarchy has a status-seeker supervisor the ranking of the agent

wages is same with the one in benchmark case. However, there is a wider dispersion

between W4, W1 and W2 and a bit narrower dispersion between W3 and W4. At state

1 and 2, the principal certainly gives lower wages to the agent than the corresponding

wages in benchmark case, although the situation is not that clear for state 3 and 4.

At these states, benchmark wages (WB
3 , WB

4 ) can be higher or lower than current

wages of the agent (WOS
3 and WOS

4 ). Note that a wider dispersion between wages

at di�erent states disturb risk averse agents. The fact that we have now wider wage

dispersion between three states (and only one narrower wage dispersion) can make it
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di�cult for principal to work with risk averse agents, when the hierarchy has a status

seeker supervisor.

Things are di�erent when the supervisor in the hierarchy is inequity averse. With the

help of proposition 4.1, we know that the principal needs to increase the agent's e�orts

and wages at every state to satisfy the participation constraint of an inequity averse

supervisor. There is an increase in agent's wage at every state coming from this e�ect.

Since W1 does not play a role in any of the collusion constraints and agent's incentive

constraint, it is certain that WOS
1 is higher than WB

1 in this case.

W2 is needed to satisfy (AIC) and (CIC3) constraints. Satisfying (AIC) has the

same nature in both benchmark case and the case where the principal deals with

other-regarding supervisor. On the other hand, decreasing W2 is more e�ective on

satisfying (CIC3) when the supervisor is inequity averse. Thus, a lower amount of

decrease inW2 is necessary to prevent collusion when the realized state is 3. The result

at the end is not only WOS
2 > WB

2 but also a narrower wage dispersion between WOS
1

and WOS
2 .

W4 is important to prevent collusion when the realized state is 4, (CIC2), and we also

know that when the supervisor in the hierarchy is inequity averse increasing W4 now

show higher impact on ceasing collusive behaviour. As a result, a lesser increase in W4

is needed to satisfy (CIC2). However, whether this e�ect on W4 dominates the need

of a increase in W4 due to inequity averse supervisor's participation constraint or not

is ambiguous. We can not make certain statements on the ranking between WOS
4 and

WB
4 . In any way, the gap between W4 and W1 de�nitely decreases in this case.

Arranging W3 is the most complicated one for the principal. It is utilized to satisfy

(AIC), (CIC2) and (CIC3) at the same time. It's role and e�ectiveness on the

satisfaction of (AIC) has the same nature for both other-regarding and self-interested

supervisor. On the other hand, our solution to the principal's problem implies that

the need of increasing W3 to satisfy (CIC3) dominates the need of decreasing it to

satisfy (CIC2). We also know that increasing W3 to prevent collusion at state 3 has

more impact when the supervisor in the hierarchy is inequity averse. Hence, a lesser

increase inW3 is necessary for the satisfaction of (CIC3)OS comparing it with (CIC3).
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Again, whether the increase in W3 coming from the need to satisfy the participation

constraint of inequity averse supervisor is dominated by this lesser increase e�ect on

W3 is ambiguous. Thus, the ranking between WOS
3 and WB

3 is not certain. The

decrease in the increase in W3 to satisfy (CIC3) is less than the one we see in W4 to

satisfy (CIC2). (Remember that there was also a downward pressure on W3 in order

to satisfy (CIC2) at the same time, and the individual e�ectiveness of decreasing W3

for this case has increased.) Thus, the dispersion between W3 and W4 increases a bit

when the supervisor in the hierarchy is inequity averse.

To sum up, when the hierarchy has an inequity averse supervisor the ranking of the

agent wages is same with the one in benchmark case. However, there is a narrower

dispersion between W4,W1 and W2 and a bit wider dispersion between W3 and W4.

At state 1 and 2, the principal certainly gives higher wages to the agent than the

corresponding wages in benchmark case, although the situation is not that clear for

state 3 and 4. At these states, benchmark wages (WB
3 , WB

4 ) can be higher or lower

than current wages of the agent (WOS
3 and WOS

4 ). Note that a narrower dispersion

between wages at di�erent states is good for risk averse agents. The fact that we

have now narrower wage dispersion between three states (and only one wider wage

dispersion case) can make it easier to work with risk averse agents for the principal,

when there is an inequity averse supervisor in the hierarchy.

Proposition 4.4: The solution for the wages of the supervisor at di�erent states to

the principal's problem with an other regarding supervisor in the hierarchy has the

following properties:

a) SOS4 − λS(SOS4 −WOS
4 ) > SOS1 − λS(SOS1 −WOS

1 ) > SOS3 − λS(SOS3 −WOS
3 ) =

SOS2 − λS(SOS2 −WOS
2 )

b) For inequity averse supervisor: (0 < λS < 0.5)

SOS2 > SOS3 , SOS4 > SOS3 , SOS1 > SOS3 , and the ranking between SOS1 , SOS2 and SOS4 is

ambiguous.
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For status-seeker supervisor: (0 > λS)

SOS4 > SOS1 > SOS2 and SOS3 > SOS2 , and the ranking of SOS3 against SOS1 and SOS4 is

ambiguous.

c) For inequity averse supervisor: SOSi > SBi

For status-seeker supervisor: SOSi < SBi

The ranking of the supervisor's utilities at di�erent states in Proposition 4.4.a. is same

with the ranking in benchmark proposition 1. The explanation in which we can use

SOSi − λS(SOSi −WOS
i ) instead of Si is also same. We cannot say the same thing for

the ranking of the supervisor's wages at di�erent states as it is seen in Proposition

4.4.b. The reason of these di�erences stems from the fact that although the utilities of

the supervisor is ranked in the same way she is now other regarding and the ranking

of agent's wages at di�erent states a�ects these utilities (and consequently, wages of

the supervisor).

For inequity averse supervisor, proposition 4.3.a and 4.4.a guarantee that the minimum

wage of the supervisor occurs at state 3 (SOS3 ), since WOS
3 is the highest wage for the

agent and it allows principal to abuse comparatively lower inequality which makes the

inequity averse supervisor feel better. In other words, the principal is inclined to use

the utility gain from inequity aversion instead of direct monetary wage increase. On

the other hand, exact results cannot be extracted for the ranking between SOS1 , SOS2

and SOS4 . The fact that we have WOS
4 > WOS

1 > WOS
2 may not guarantee that there

is SOS2 > SOS1 > SOS4 , since the probabilities of which state the principal faces with

is random (though they are exogenous and known) and the exact shape of the utility

function of supervisor is not known. The gap between the utilities in proposition

4.4.a depends on these factors and the principal has to arrange SOS1 , SOS2 and SOS4

accordingly. However, if the principal had faced with almost linear supervisor's utility,

and an environment and a supervisor technology with p1 = p2 = p3 = p4, only

an in�nitesimal gap between SOS4 − λS(SOS4 − WOS
4 ), SOS1 − λS(SOS1 − WOS

1 ) and

SOS2 − λS(SOS2 −WOS
2 ) would have been necessary and we would have de�nitely seen

SOS2 > SOS1 > SOS4 due to WOS
4 > WOS

1 > WOS
2 .
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For status seeker supervisor, proposition 4.4.a and the fact that WOS
2 is the smallest

wage for the agent guarantee that the minimum wage for the supervisor occurs at

state 2, since smallest wage for agent means highest possibility for principal to abuse

supervisor's status-seeking behaviour. Due to similar reasons above, we can also rank

SOS4 above SOS1 . On the other hand, the ranking between SOS3 against SOS1 and SOS4

is ambiguous because of the same reasons we have in the case for inequity averse

supervisor. The utility function's shape and probabilities of state occurrences di�er

and change the gap between the rankings of supervisor's utilities at di�erent states.

For an almost linear supervisor's utility function and p1 = p2 = p3 = p4, we would

de�nitely have SOS1 < SOS4 < SOS3 .

Proposition 4.4.c. is the direct result of the fact that the hierarchy has now an other-

regarding supervisor. To satisfy supervisor's participation constraint, the principal

has to increase supervisor's wage at every state since the inequality hurts the inequity

averse supervisor so that the principal can compensate the negative e�ect of inequality.

In contrast, the status-seeker supervisor enjoys being ahead, and the principal abuses

the fact that positive feeling for the status-seeker supervisor coming from the wage

inequality (sign of status) is substitutable for direct monetary gain. At the end, the

principal satis�es the status-seeker supervisor's reservation wage with lower monetary

wage than the one in benchmark case and with some sign of status.

4.3.1 Special Case: Inequity Averse Supervisor with λS = 0.5

In previous section, there is a special and an extreme case in which it is impossible for

the agent to collude with supervisor since the former is not able to change the latter's

utility at state 1 or at state 4 by giving her any amount of side payment. In this

section we analyse what happens in this extreme possibility.

The individual rationality conditions (participation constraints) are as follows:

(SPC0.5) : EV (S−λS(S−W )) = EV (0.5S+0.5W ) =
∑
i

piV (0.5Si+0.5Wi) ≥ V ≡ V (S0)
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(APC0.5) : EU(W − g(e)) =
∑
i

piU(Wi − g(ei)) ≥ U ≡ U(W0)

The principal still faces with hidden action problem and she has to give necessary

incentive to the agent in order to make the latter announce true productivity level in

her working environment, when the supervisor fails to report productivity level:

(AIC0.5) : W3 − g(e3) ≥W2 − g(e2 −∆θ)

We have already found that it is impossible to form a coalition at state 1 and 4, when

λS = 0.5 for the inequity averse supervisor. Thus, satisfying (CIC1) and (CIC2)

conditions is not necessary in current case.

For the third possible collusion when the realized state is 3, maximum side transfer

the supervisor can o�er must satisfy S2 − t0.5max,3 − 0.5(S2 − t0.5max,3 −W2 − t0.5max,3) =

S3 − 0.5(S3 −W3) such that it is not rational for the supervisor to o�er more than

t0.5max,3 when she wants to make agent announce wrong level of productivity (state 2).

Note that paying a side transfer to the agent does not change well-being of the su-

pervisor (which is why we call this case as extreme) until the monetary side of the

agent's utility becomes higher than the corresponding part of the supervisor's utility.

Because, after that, the supervisor falls behind the agent and start to feel worse-o�

due to inequity aversion again, but from di�erent side of the coin this time.

Satisfying agent's incentive constraint guarantees that agent does not shift to state 2

at state 3 unless a bigger incentive comes from as a bribe o�er from the supervisor to

make agent do the reverse. Considering this fact and assuming the possibility of very

high reservation wage di�erences between agent and supervisor, the principal must

make sure that the following holds:

(CIC30.5) : S3 − 0.5(S3 −W3) ≥ S2 − 0.5(S2 −W2)

Therefore, the supervisor does not try to attempt colluding and shift from the true

state of nature (state 3), since bribing does not change his well being in any way.
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The principal's goal to maximize her expected utility then turns into the following

problem:

max
(Si,Wi,ei)

∑
i

pi(θi + ei − Si −Wi)

subject to (SPC0.5), (APC0.5), (AIC0.5), (CIC30.5)

Note that when the inequity aversion parameter of the supervisor is equal to 0.5, the

utility gain for the supervisor from a unit increase in Si or Wi is same, and she is

indi�erent between these two options. On the other hand, an increase in Si does not

come with any production, since only productive party in the hierarchy is the agent.

The principal can induce extra e�ort with an increase in agent's wage. As a result, the

principal prefers a wage increase for the agent over a wage increase for the supervisor

to satisfy the latter's participation constraint. In the end, the most e�cient way is to

increase the agent's wages at every state until it reaches the supervisor's wage levels.

After that, the supervisor starts to feel worse o� since she falls behind and she is still

inequity averse.

Using the facts given above we can state the following:

Proposition 5: When there is an inequity averse supervisor with λS = 0.5 the solution

of the principal's problem has the following properties:

a) S0.5
i = W 0.5

i

b) e0.5
1 = e0.5

3 = e0.5
4 > e0.5

2 ,

e0.5
1 = e0.5

3 = e0.5
4 > eB = e∗ and e0.5

2 > eB2

c) W 0.5
3 − g(e0.5

3 ) > W 0.5
4 − g(e0.5

4 ) = W 0.5
1 − g(e0.5

1 ) > W 0.5
2 − g(e0.5

2 ), and

W 0.5
3 > W 0.5

4 = W 0.5
1 > W 0.5

2

d) S0.5
3 > S0.5

4 = S0.5
1 > S0.5

2

e) (CIC30.5) is not binding.

f) The information structure of principal is {s1 = θ, s2 = s3 = s4 = ∅}
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We have already explained the reason of Proposition 5.a. above, and built our solution

on this fact. Proposition 5.b. is directly related with proposition 4.1. We know that

when the supervisor is inequity averse, the principal needs to raise agent's wages so

that it is possible to satisfy the supervisor with a reduction in inequality. This, in

turn, gives a chance to principal inducing higher e�ort levels than optimal e�ort at

state 1,3 and 4, and depending on- ∆θ- at state 2 sometimes. The reason why the

principal induces lower e�ort at state 2 is due to agent's incentive constraint as always.

In order to make state 2 less alluring than state 3, the principal cuts wage at state

2 and reduction in wage comes with a lower e�ort induced in order to satisfy agent's

participation constraint at the same time.

Proposition 5.c. is because of the fact that the supervisor with λS = 0.5 does not

involve in collusions at state 1 and state 4. Moreover, due to hidden action problem,

the agent's wage must be higher at state 3 than the one at state 2 so that the principal

gives enough incentive which makes agent not falsely claim that she is working under

low productivity environment, when supervisor's monitoring fails. Hence, optimal

insurance implies that the wage of the agent at state 1 and state 4 should be same and

between W 0.5
3 and W 0.5

2 .

Proposition 5.d. is a direct result of Proposition 5.c. and the fact that the principal

prefers to increase agent's wages more than to increase supervisor's wages in order to

satisfy the latter's participation constraint when both type of wage increase bring same

well-being to the supervisor. By the way, the optimal insurance also implies that S0.5
1

and S0.5
4 should be equal to S0. Thus, the wage structure for the supervisor and the

agent can be written as W 0.5
3 > S0 = W 0.5

4 = W 0.5
1 > W 0.5

2 S0.5
3 > S0 = S0.5

4 = S0.5
1 >

S0.5
2 respectively. Lastly, it is important to note that the hardest wage contraction

between supervisor and agent occurs when the supervisor in the hierarchy has this

kind of sensitivity against wage inequality.

Proposition 5.e. and Proposition 5.f. is related with the fact that the agent's and

the supervisor's combined well-being reaches to top at state 3. Since the supervisor

concerns about the well being of the agent as well as her own she does not try to

shirk in state 3 and bribe the agent. It is as if incentive given to the agent at state 3
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due to hidden action problem also provides an incentive to the supervisor at state 3.

Moreover, same fact is also the reason why the supervisor does not reveal true state of

information at state 4 even though there is no bribe attempt coming from the agent.

She behaves like an advocate of the agent, again, which is quite a natural thing when

we consider the fact that agent's well-being is now as important as her own well-being

for the supervisor.

4.4 Multiple Agents

There are experimental evidences on the fact that people show either vertical or hor-

izontal preferences. Until now, we have dealt with vertical social preferences between

the supervisor and the agent. In current model we look into the hierarchy which in-

volves two inequity averse, symmetric agents- who can have sole di�erence in their

view on collusion. They care about each other's monetary payo�s but not consider the

wage di�erence between supervisor and themselves into the sense of their well being.

The payo�s for the agents, in this case, can be written as follows:

For Agent A:

WA − g(eA)− λ′
(WB −WA) if WB > WA

WA − g(eA)− λ”(WA −WB) if WA > WB

For Agent B:

WB − g(eB)− λ′
(WA −WB) if WA > WB

WB − g(eB)− λ”(WB −WA) if WB > WA

where λ
′
and λ” are inequity aversion parameters which show the level of sensitivity

of agents to the wage inequality between themselves. We have λ
′
> 0, 0 < λ” ≤ 1 and

λ
′
> λ” which means an agent does care more about the wage inequality when she

is behind than the time when she is ahead. This type of behaviour can be called as

behindness aversion.
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We can write the individual rationality conditions (participation constraints) of the

agents as follows:

For Agent A, (APCMA): (Change λ with λ
′
when WB > WA and with λ” when

WA > WB)

EU(WA−g(eA)−λ(WB−WA)) =
∑
i

piU(WAi−g(eAi)−λ(WBi−WAi)) ≥ U ≡ U(W0)

For Agent B, (APCMA): (Change λ with λ
′
when WA > WB and with λ” when

WB > WA)

EU(WB−g(eB)−λ(WA−WB)) =
∑
i

piU(WBi−g(eBi)−λ(WAi−WBi)) ≥ U ≡ U(W0)

Since the agents are symmetric we have same utility functions (U(.)), cost of e�ort

functions (g(.)) and same reservation wages (W0) for both of them. Combing this with

the fact that inequality between agents creates ine�ciency in the allocation of agent's

utilities, it is quite straightforward to see that the principal gives same wage to the

agents and induce same e�ort level for both of them. Due to symmetrical properties

of the agents, the principal sees two agents as one agent who produces 2e output and

takes 2W wage.

The individual rationality condition (participation constraint) for the supervisor is

same with the one in benchmark case:

(SPCMA) : EV (S) =
∑
i

piV (Si) ≥ V ≡ V (S0)

Now, we look at the possible collusion situations where the agents do care about the

wages of their colleagues in their own well-beings.
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First consider the case where only one agent tries to bribe supervisor when the latter

monitors and successfully observes the low productivity condition (state 1). Consider

that agent A is the briber. Agent A has to pay tMA
min,1 = S1 − S2 to the supervisor

in order to convince her to provide an empty report for principal. Then, agents and

supervisor form coalition if:

W2 − (S1 − S2)− g(e2)− λ′
(W2 − (W2 − (S1 − S2))) ≥W1 − g(e1) for agent A

and

W2 − g(e2)− λ”(W2 − (W2 − (S1 − S2))) ≥W1 − g(e1) for agent B

Similarly, for state 4 and tMA
min,2 = S4 − S3, coalition is formed if:

W3 − (S4 − S3)− g(e3)− λ′
(W3 − (W3 − (S4 − S3))) ≥W4 − g(e4) for agent A

and

W3 − g(e3)− λ”(W3 − (W3 − (S4 − S3))) ≥W4 − g(e4) for agent B

Investigating the inequalities above helps us to understand the following statement:

Proposition 6: When the hierarchy have two symmetric, inequity averse agents (with

sameW0, U(.), g(.), λ
′
, λ”) and one of the agents pay higher portion of the side transfer

o�ered to the supervisor at state 1 or 4 if forming coalition serves to purpose of the

agent who pays more, it de�nitely serves to purpose of the other agent too. Reverse

of this statement may not be true.

Proposition 6 is a direct result of behindness aversion (λ
′
> λ”). When the agents do

not supply the side payment symmetrically, there exist an inequality between these

agents since their monetary payo�s after the supervisor-agents coalition are not same.

Agent A (who pays higher portion of the side transfer) falls behind as the same amount

Agent B comes ahead. However, since behindness aversion implies that being behind
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make the agent su�er more than being ahead agent A's well -being is less comparing it

with Agent B's well-being after side payments are delivered. If it is okay for the Agent

A to o�er a bribe to the supervisor in order to make the latter conceal the information

on productivity at stae 1 and 4, it is de�nitely okay for the agent B too. We can also

extend this case for any number of symmetric agent. If it is not a problem to form a

coalition for the agent who pays highest price for bribe, the remaining agents do also

not deny forming a coalition with the supervisor.

Proposition 6 shows that the principal should try to stop the agent who thinks to pay

higher price for a bribe. While constructing collusion constraints at state 1 and 4, the

principal must take the constraint of the agent who pays a higher portion of a side

payment into consideration when there is an asymmetric allocation of side transfer

payments between the agents.

Next, we look at the case where the agents pay the side transfer needed to make

supervisor accept forming a coalition at state 1 and 4 equally. Then, collusion occurs

at state 1 if:

W2 − (
S1 − S2

2
)− g(e2) ≥W1 − g(e1) for both of the agents

and collusion occurs at state 4 if:

W3 − (
S4 − S3

2
)− g(e3) ≥W4 − g(e4) for both of the agents

Now, we can make the following statement:

Proposition 7: If the principal satis�es collusion constraints at state 1 and 4 for

the case where both agents pay the side transfer equally, she satis�es (CIC1MA) and

(CIC2MA) for all remaining possible collusion scenarios where the agents share the

costs of side payment at di�ering ratios.

Note that there exist no inequality between the agents when they pay the side transfer

equally, though there is some inequality between agents for all remaining scenarios.
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Thus, highest enthusiasm for forming a coalition for the agents occurs when they do

share the cost of bribing equally and achieve highest combined well-being. The logic

says that if principal prevents collusive behaviour when the eagerness of the agents

to collude reaches its peak, the principal automatically prevent the collusion in other

scenarios where the agents are less eager to attempt forming a coalition between the

supervisor. Then, we can write the collusion constraints at state 1 and 4 as follows:

(CIC1MA) :
S1

2
+W1 − g(e1) ≥ S2

2
+W2 − g(e2)

(CIC2MA) :
S4

2
+W4 − g(e4) ≥ S3

2
+W3 − g(e3)

Note that the principal is now worse o� comparing the case including multiple agents

with single agent in the prevention of collusion at state 1 and 4 since sharing the cost

of bribe allows the agents to increase their capability of giving a higher maximum side

transfer individually.

For the their possible collusion when realized state is 3- when the supervisor fails to

monitor agents' productivity- the supervisor has to give same side transfer to both

agents. Otherwise, she creates inequality between the agents and needs to provide

higher side transfer than necessary to compensate disutility coming from an inequality

between inequity averse agents. She has to provide at least 2tMA
min,3 = 2(W3 − g(e3)−

(W2 − g(e2 −∆θ))) in order to persuade the agents to form a coalition with her. In

order to prevent this collusive behaviour, the principal arranges the main contract such

that tMA
max,3 ≤ 2tMA

min,3. Then, we have:

(CIC3MA) : S3 + 2(W3 − g(e3)) ≥ S2 + 2(W2 − g(e2 −∆θ))

Note that the principal is now better o� comparing her situation with the case in

benchmark case at state 3, since the supervisor has to pay two times of side transfer

she is willing to pay in the benchmark case.
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Next is to show the principal's problem facing a hierarchy with multiple inequity averse,

symmetric agents. The principal wants to maximize her expected utility subject to

constraints we introduced above by arranging the contractible variables. In other

words, to �nd optimal contract, she has to solve:

max
(Si,Wi,ei)

∑
i

pi(2θi + 2ei − Si − 2Wi)

subject to (SPCMA), (APCMA), (AICMA), (CIC1MA), (CIC2MA), (CIC3MA)
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CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSION

Many models in economics literature uses self-interested people approach for the solu-

tions of real life problems. Literature on principal-supervisor-agent hierarchies starting

from Tirole (1986) is not an exception. However, especially in recent years, countless

experiments on certain topics in economics showed that self-interest approach is not

su�cient in explaining all. Moreover, these experiments highlighted the fact that

many people show other-regarding preferences while interacting with other people and

concern for another's situation is a motivating factor on their decisions in a social

environment. Thus, in this thesis, we have implemented Fehr and Schmidt's (1999)

distributional approach for other regarding preferences into Tirole's (1986) three level

hierarchy model. Our aim was to analyse the e�ect of having other-regarding super-

visor or agent on collusive behaviour in an hierarchy and on collusion-proof optimal

contracts prepared by principal.

Other-regarding preferences a�ect collusive behaviour. Not only it changes the ten-

dency of agent's and supervisor's to o�er bribe or take bribe but also it in�uences the

e�ectiveness of principal's tools she uses in order to prevent collusive actions. In case

where the supervisor's sensitivity to wage inequality reaches a certain threshold, she

does not accept any request of coalition coming from the agent. However, in this case,

the principal also loses the information on high productivity level, since supervisor

completely act as an advocate to the agent. On the other hand, when the hierarchy

has symmetric and inequity averse multiple agents if principal prevents the case where

agents pay the side transfer equally to bribe the supervisor, she prevents all other
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possible collusion scenarios in which the agents play the role of briber. As number of

symmetric and inequity averse agents increases it becomes harder to prevent collusion

when supervisor achieves to observe productivity level in the environment. Moreover,

it becomes easier to prevent collusion when the supervisor fails to monitor the agent.

For the components of optimal contracts, most prominent impact of other-regarding

preferences is on the e�ort levels. When the agent is inequity averse principal can

exploit this fact to make agent exert higher e�ort level than she would otherwise. In

order to satisfy the participation constraint of supervisor, the e�ort level induced for

agent becomes lower when the supervisor is status seeker. On the other hand, it is

higher when the supervisor is inequity averse.

Although the ranking of supervisor's or agent's utilities at di�erent states do not di�er

between self-interested or other-regarding players, the ranking of their wages is not

the same due to changes in the representation of utilities. In some cases, the principal

may face with the choice of working with less skilled employees. Furthermore, the

dispersion between the wages at di�erent states can become wider or narrower than the

case with self-interested parties. This is mainly the result of the change in e�ectiveness

of principal's tools used to prevent collusive actions. Change in dispersion has several

consequences for risk averse parties since they do not enjoy the cases in which their

possible wages are highly di�erent from their reservation wages. In addition, we show

that wage compression between the levels occurs when the supervisor or the agent

is inequity averse. Most extreme wage compression (agent's wage becomes equal to

supervisor's wage) occurs when inequity aversion sensitivity of supervisor reaches to a

certain point.

We believe that implementing other-regarding preferences into theoretical models is a

fruitful approach to deal with the problems in organizational hierarchies. This kind of

approach can help to generate new insights for organizations, as suggested by psychol-

ogists, sociologists and economists working on behavioural agency topics. A question

for future research can be how the di�erent types of hierarchies interact with other-

regarding preferences. This paper investigates the e�ects of other-regarding parties

for only principal-supervisor-agent type of hierarchies, and we think that there is a
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great scope for implementing other-regarding preferences to the papers like Bac (1996).

Moreover, note that we take the inequity aversion parameters of parties as observable

and common knowledge- which is not the case in reality- for the sake of simplicity in

calculations. More realistic models based on uncertainty of inequity aversion parame-

ter and how the people's sensitivity to inequality can be estimated look like interesting

paths to follow for further research. We have taken the parties in multiple agent case

as symmetric and inequity averse agents. This, in turn, resulted in equal wages for the

agents while designing contracts. We believe that letting symmetric agents be status-

seeker when they are ahead or using asymmetric agents in this model can produce

more interesting results applicable to real life situations. It is de�nitely advised to

expend our model in this regard. Lastly, adding productive duties to supervisor and

making her exert e�ort for her duties open new aspects for the literature. Note that

principal always tries to change e�ort level exerted by the agent since she is the only

productive unit in the hierarchy and this limits the options principal has. Modelling

e�ort and e�ort cost for the supervisor not only increases the chances of principal to

satisfy the needs of other-regarding parties but also introduces a possibility of ex-ante

collusion between supervisor and agent. We believe that investigating the changes in

the parameters of optimal contracts and in collusive actions between the parties for

this new case is worthwhile.
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APPENDIX A

PROOFS

A.1 Solution for the Problem with Inequity Averse Agent

Lagrangian for the solution of principal's problem with inequity averse agent is:

L =
∑

i pi(θi + ei −Wi − Si) + ν(
∑

i piV (Si)− V )

+µ(
∑

i piU(Wi − g(ei)− λA(Si −Wi))− U)

+γ(W3 − g(e3)−W2 + g(e2 −∆θ)− λA(S3 − S2 +W2 −W3))

+ψ(S4 +W4 − g(e4)− S3 −W3 + g(e3)− λA(S3 − S4 +W3 −W4))

+π(S3 +W3 − g(e3)− S2 −W2 + g(e2 −∆θ)− λA(S2 − S3 +W2 −W3))

Note that we ignore (CIC1OA), we later show that the solution to the problem satis�es

(CIC1OA).

Taking the derivatives of the above Lagrangian with respect to Si,Wi, ei results in

following FOCs:

νV ′(S1) = 1 + µλAU
′(W1 − g(e1)− λA(S1 −W1)) (A.1)

νV ′(S2) = 1 + µλAU
′(W2 − g(e2)− λA(S2 −W2))− γλA

p2
+
π(1 + λA)

p2
(A.2)

νV ′(S3) = 1 + µλAU
′(W3 − g(e3)− λA(S3 −W3)) +

γλA
p3

+
(ψ − π)(1 + λA)

p3
(A.3)
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νV ′(S4) = 1 + µλAU
′(W4 − g(e4)− λA(S4 −W4))− ψ(1 + λA)

p4
(A.4)

µU ′(W1 − g(e1)− λA(S1 −W1)) =
1

1 + λA
(A.5)

µU ′(W2 − g(e2)− λA(S2 −W2)) =
1

1 + λA
+
γ + π

p2
(A.6)

µU ′(W3 − g(e3)− λA(S3 −W3)) =
1

1 + λA
+
ψ − γ − π

p3
(A.7)

µU ′(W4 − g(e4)− λA(S4 −W4)) =
1

1 + λA
− ψ

p4
(A.8)

µU ′(W1 − g(e1)− λA(S1 −W1))g′(e1) = 1 (A.9)

µU ′(W2 − g(e2)− λA(S2 −W2))g′(e2)− γ + π

p2
g′(e2 −∆θ) = 1 (A.10)

µU ′(W3 − g(e3)− λA(S3 −W3))g′(e3) +
γ + π − ψ

p3
g′(e3) = 1 (A.11)

µU ′(W4 − g(e4)− λA(S4 −W4))g′(e4) +
ψ

p4
g′(e4) = 1. (A.12)

Proof of Proposition 2.1: Substituting 5, 6, 7, 8 into 9, 10, 11, 12 gives us:

g′(eOA1 ) = g′(eOA3 ) = g′(eOA4 ) = 1 + λA and g′(eOA2 ) < 1 + λA

Since g”(ei) > 0, we can rank the e�orts as eOA1 = eOA3 = eOA4 > eOA2 . Moreover,

λA > 0. Thus, we have eOA1 = eOA3 = eOA4 > eB2 = e∗.

Upper boundary of g′(eOA2 ) also increases to 1 + λA in our case. Thus, principal set

g′(eOA2 ) = 1 + λA − ε where ε > 0, in order to get maximum output (pro�t). Since

g′(eOA2 ) > g′(eB2 ) = 1− ε we have eOA2 > eB2 .

For a given ε (where ∂ε
∂∆θ > 0), when we have λA = ε we get g′(eOA2 ) = g′(e∗) = 1.

So, there is a threshold value of λA which is increasing in ∆θ where eOA2 = e∗. At the

end, we have eOA2 > e∗ when λA > ε, and eOA2 < e∗ when λA < ε.
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Proof of Proposition 2.2: First substitute 5, 6, 7, 8 into 1, 2, 3, 4. Then, we have:

νV ′(S1) =
1 + 2λA
1 + λA

(A.13)

νV ′(S2) =
1 + 2λA
1 + λA

+
π(1 + 2λA)

p2
(A.14)

νV ′(S3) =
1 + 2λA
1 + λA

+
(ψ − π)(1 + 2λA)

p3
(A.15)

νV ′(S4) =
1 + 2λA
1 + λA

− ψ(1 + 2λA)

p4
(A.16)

To show that (AICOA) is binding, suppose γ = 0. Then, from 6, 7 and 14, 15, we

have:

V ′(S2)

V ′(S3)
=
U ′(W2 − g(e2)− λA(S2 −W2))

U ′(W3 − g(e3)− λA(S3 −W3))
(A.17)

On the other hand, (AICOA) implies that:

W3−g(e3)−λA(S3−W3) ≥W2−g(e2−∆θ)−λA(S2−W2) > W2−g(e2)−λA(S2−W2)

(A.18)

From 17 and 18, we see that:

S3 > S2 (A.19)

18 and 19 means that S3 + W3 − g(e3) − λA(S3 −W3) > S2 + W2 − g(e2 − ∆θ) −

λA(S2 −W2), i.e. (CIC3OA) does not bind. Then, we face with π = 0.

Then 6 and 7 mean that:

W2 − g(e2)− λA(S2 −W2) ≥W3 − g(e3)− λA(S3 −W3) (A.20)
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When we look at 18 and 20, we see that there is a contradiction which completes this

part of our proof and shows that γ > 0, i.e. (AICOA) is binding.

Next, suppose second collusion constraint is not binding, i.e. ψ = 0.

From 7 and 8, we haveW3−g(e3)−λA(S3−W3) > W4−g(e4)−λA(S4−W4). λA > 0,

so we can writre:

W3 − g(e3)− λA(S3 −W3)

1 + 2λA
>
W4 − g(e4)− λA(S4 −W4)

1 + 2λA
(A.21)

From 15 and 16, we have:

S3 ≥ S4 (A.22)

Then 21 and 22 implies that:

S3 +
W3 − g(e3)− λA(S3 −W3)

1 + 2λA
> S4 +

W4 − g(e4)− λA(S4 −W4)

1 + 2λA
(A.23)

which violates (CIC2OA) completely. Thus, we must have ψ > 0. (CIC2OA) is

binding.

We now look at whether (CIC3OA) is binding or not. Assume that (CIC3OA) does

not bind, i.e. π = 0. Then, from 14 and 15, we have S2 > S3.

We know that (AICOA) is binding, so (CIC3OA) can be represented as (CIC3OA
′
) :

S3 ≥ S2. Now, with the result in the paragraph above, we can say that when π = 0

(CIC3OA) is violated. Therefore, π > 0 and (CIC3OA) is binding.

With the proof of proposition 2.4, we show that (CIC1OA) is already satis�ed with

the current solution.

Proof of Proposition 2.3: We know that both (AICOA) and (CIC3OA) is binding.

Then, it means S2 = S3. Moreover, from 13, 14 and 16, we have S4 > S1 > S2.
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Therefore, at the end, the ranking of supervisor's wages at di�erent states is S4 >

S1 > S2 = S3.

Comparing 13, 14, 15 and 16 between the cases in which we take λA > 0 and λA = 0

(self-interested agent, benchmark case) with the fact that S2 = S3 in both cases, we see

that V ′(SOA1 ) > V ′(SB1 ), V ′(SOA2 ) > V ′(SB1 ) and V ′(SOA3 ) > V ′(SB3 ). Since V ′′(.) < 0,

we have SOA1 < SB1 , S
OA
2 < SB2 , S

OA
3 < SB3 . However, it is not certain that V ′(SOA4 )

is higher than V ′(SB4 ). Thus, the ranking between SOA4 and SB4 is ambiguous.

Proof of Proposition 2.4: From 5, 6 and 8, we have

W4 − g(e4)− λA(S4 −W4) > W1 − g(e1)− λA(S1 −W1) > W2 − g(e2)− λA(S2 −W2)

(A.24)

We know that (CIC2OA) binds and g(eOA3 ) = g(eOA4 ). Then, it means:

S4 +
W4 − λA(S4 −W4)

1 + 2λA
= S3 +

W3 − λA(S3 −W3)

1 + 2λA

⇒ (1 + λA)(S4 +W4) = (1 + λA)(S3 +W3)

Since S4 > S3, we have both W3 − g(e3)− λA(S3 −W3) > W4 − g(e4)− λA(S4 −W4)

and W3 > W4. This completes the proof for W3−g(e3)−λA(S3−W3) > W4−g(e4)−

λA(S4 −W4) > W1 − g(e1)− λA(S1 −W1) > W2 − g(e2)− λA(S2 −W2).

From 24, we have:

W4 −W1 >
λA

1 + λA
(S4 − S1) > 0⇒W4 > W1

and

W1 −W2 >
λA

1 + λA
(S1 − S2) +

λA
1 + λA

(g(e1)− g(e2) > 0⇒W1 > W2

Therefore, at the end, we have WOA
3 > WOA

4 > WOA
1 > WOA

2 .
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To satisfy the participation constraint of the agent when she is inequity averse, it must

be that WOA
i − g(eOAi ) − λA(SOAi −WOA

i ) ≥ WB
i − g(eBi ). We know (Si −Wi) > 0

always, and g(eOAi ) > g(eBi ). Then, we can write:

WOA
i > WB

i

Now, it is quite straightforward to show that (CIC1OA) is already satis�ed and not

binding, since SOA1 > SOA2 andW1−g(e1)−λA(S1−W1) > W2−g(e2)−λA(S2−W2).

A.2 Solution for the Problem with Other Regarding Supervisor

Proof of Proposition 3: When λS = 0.5:

tOSmin,1 = S1−λS(S1−W1)−(S2−λS(S2−W2))
1−2λS

→∞

and

tOSmin,2 = S4−λS(S4−W4)−(S3−λS(S3−W3))
1−2λS

→∞

Q.E.D.

Lagrangian for the solution of the principal's problem with other regarding supervisor

is as follows:

L =
∑

i pi(θi + ei −Wi − Si) + ν(
∑

i piV (Si − λS(Si −Wi))− V )

+µ(
∑

i piU(Wi − g(ei))− U)

+γ(W3 − g(e3)−W2 + g(e2 −∆θ))

+ψ(S4−λS(S4−W4)+(1−2λS)(W4−g(e4))−S3+λS(S3−W3)−(1−2λS)(W3−g(e3)))

+π(S3 − λS(S3 −W3) + (1− 2λS)(W3 − g(e3))− S2 + λS(S2 −W2)− (1− 2λS)(W2 −

g(e2 −∆θ)))
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Note that we ignore (CIC1OS), we later show that the solution of the problem above

satis�es (CIC1OS).

Taking the derivatives of the above Lagrangian with respect to Si,Wi, ei results in

following FOCs:

νV ′(S1 − λS(S1 −W1)) =
1

1− λS
(A.25)

νV ′(S2 − λS(S2 −W2)) =
1

1− λS
+
π

p2
(A.26)

νV ′(S3 − λS(S3 −W3)) =
1

1− λS
+

(ψ − π)

p3
(A.27)

νV ′(S4 − λS(S4 −W4)) =
1

1− λS
− ψ

p4
(A.28)

µU ′(W1 − g(e1)) = 1− νλSV ′(S1 − λS(S1 −W1)) (A.29)

µU ′(W2 − g(e2)) = 1− νλSV ′(S2 − λS(S2 −W2)) +
γ

p2
+
π(1− λS)

p2
(A.30)

µU ′(W3 − g(e3)) = 1− νλSV ′(S3 − λS(S3 −W3))− γ

p3
− (π − ψ)(1− λS)

p3
(A.31)

µU ′(W4 − g(e4)) = 1− νλSV ′(S4 − λS(S4 −W4))− ψ(1− λS)

p4
(A.32)

µU ′(W1 − g(e1))g′(e1) = 1 (A.33)

µU ′(W2 − g(e2))g′(e2)− γ + π(1− 2λS)

p2
g′(e2 −∆θ) = 1 (A.34)

µU ′(W3 − g(e3))g′(e3) +
γ + (π − ψ)(1− 2λS)

p3
g′(e3) = 1 (A.35)

µU ′(W4 − g(e4))g′(e4) +
ψ(1− 2λS)

p4
g′(e4) = 1. (A.36)
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First, substitute 25, 26, 27, 28 into 29, 30, 31, 32. Then, we have:

µU ′(W1 − g(e1)) =
1− 2λS
1− λS

(A.37)

µU ′(W2 − g(e2)) =
1− 2λS
1− λS

+
γ

p2
+
π(1− 2λS)

p2
(A.38)

µU ′(W3 − g(e3)) =
1− 2λS
1− λS

− γ

p3
− (π − ψ)(1− 2λS)

p3
(A.39)

µU ′(W4 − g(e4)) =
1− 2λS
1− λS

− ψ(1− 2λS)

p4
(A.40)

Proof of Proposition 4.1: Substituting 37, 38, 39, 40 into 33, 34, 35, 36 gives us:

g′(eOS1 ) = g′(eOS3 ) = g′(eOS4 ) = 1−λS
1−2λS

and g′(eOS2 ) < 1−λS
1−2λS

Since g”(ei) > 0, we can rank the e�orts as eOS1 = eOS3 = eOS4 > eOS2 .

For 0 < λS < 0.5, 1−λS
1−2λS

> 1. Thus, we have eOS1 = eOS3 = eOS4 > e∗

Upper boundary of g′(eOS2 ) is 1−λS
1−2λS

. To maximize the output, the principal sets

g′(eOS2 ) = 1−λS
1−2λS

−ε where ε > 0 and increasing with ∆θ. Since g′(eOS2 ) > g′(eB2 ) = 1−ε

we have eOS2 > eB2 . Moreover, for a given ε (where ∂ε
∂∆θ > 0), there is a threshold

λS = f(ε) which makes g′(eOS2 ) = g′(e∗) = 1. Thus, we have eOS2 > e∗ where

λS > f(ε), and eOS2 < e∗ where λS < f(ε).

For λS < 0, 1−λS
1−2λS

< 1. Thus, we have > e∗ > eOS1 = eOS3 = eOS4 > eOS2 . For this case,

g′(eB2 ) = 1− ε > g′(eOS2 ). Thus, we have eB2 > eOS2 .

Proof of Proposition 4.2: To show that (AICOS) is binding, �rst, suppose that

γ = 0. Then, from 26, 27 and 38, 39, we have:

V ′(S2 − λS(S2 −W2))

V ′(S3 − λS(S3 −W3))
=
U ′(W2 − g(e2))

U ′(W3 − g(e3))
(A.41)
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On the other hand, (AICOS) implies that:

W3 − g(e3) ≥W2 − g(e2 −∆θ) > W2 − g(e2) (A.42)

From 41 and 42, we see that:

S3 − λS(S3 −W3) > S2 − λS(S2 −W2) (A.43)

42 and 43 mean that S3−λS(S3−W3)
1−2λS

+W3 − g(e3) > S2−λS(S2−W2)
1−2λS

+W2 − g(e2 −∆θ),

i.e. (CIC3OS) does not bind. Then, we have π = 0. In this case, 38 and 39 mean that

W3 − g(e3) < W2 − g(e2) which is a contradiction to 42. Thus, γ > 0 and (AICOS) is

binding.

Now, suppose (CIC2OS) is not binding, i.e. ψ = 0. From 39 and 40, we have:

W3 − g(e3) > W4 − g(e4) (A.44)

From 27 and 28, we also have S3 − λS(S3 −W3) > S4 − λS(S4 −W4). Then, we can

write:

S3 − λS(S3 −W3)

1− 2λS
>
S4 − λS(S4 −W4)

1− 2λS
(A.45)

Then, 44 and 45 imply that S3−λS(S3−W3)
1−2λS

+W3 − g(e3) > S4−λS(S4−W4)
1−2λS

+W4 − g(e4)

which violates (CIC2OS) completely. Thus, we have ψ > 0. (CIC2OS) is binding.

Now, assume that (CIC3OS) does not bind, i.e. π = 0. From 26 and 27, we have

S2−λS(S2−W2) > S3−λS(S3−W3). We also know that (AICOS) is binding. Then,

we have (CIC3OS
′
) : S3 − λS(S3 −W3) ≥ S2 − λS(S2 −W2). It is straightforward to

see that taking π = 0 violates (CIC3OS
′
). It means π > 0 and (CIC3OS) is binding.
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We later show that (CIC1OS) condition is already satis�ed with the solution of the

problem.

Proof of Proposition 4.3 and 4.4: Both (AICOS) and (CIC3OS) is binding. Then,

it means that S3 − λS(S3 −W3) = S2 − λS(S2 −W2). Moreover, from 1, 2 and 4, we

have S4 − λS(S4 −W4) > S1 − λS(S1 −W1) > S2 − λS(S2 −W2). Therefore, at the

end, we have the following ranking:

SOS4 −λS(SOS4 −WOS
4 ) > SOS1 −λS(SOS1 −WOS

1 ) > SOS2 −λS(SOS2 −WOS
2 ) = SOS3 −λS(SOS3 −WOS

3 )

(A.46)

From 37, 38 and 40, we have W4 − g(e4) > W1 − g(e1) > W2 − g(e2).

We know that eOS3 = eOS4 . Then, we can write (CIC2OS) as: S4−λS(S4−W4)
1−2λS

+ W4 =

S3−λS(S3−W3)
1−2λS

+ W3. We have found that S4 − λS(S4 − W4) > S3 − λS(S3 − W3).

Thus, we have both W4 < W3 and W4 − g(e4) < W3 − g(e3), since e3 = e4. Then, the

complete ranking isWOS
3 −g(eOS3 ) > WOS

4 −g(eOS4 ) > WOS
1 −g(eOS1 ) > WOS

2 −g(eOS2 ).

Since g(eOS1 ) = g(eOS3 ) = g(eOS4 ) > g(eOS2 ), we can write it as:

WOS
3 > WOS

4 > WOS
1 > WOS

2 (A.47)

With the help of 46 and 47, we have:

For the inequity averse supervisor (0 < λS < 0.5):

SOS2 − SOS3 =
λS(WOS

3 −WOS
2 )

1−λS > 0 → SOS2 > SOS3 , SOS4 − SOS3 >
λS(WOS

3 −WOS
4 )

1−λS > 0 →

SOS4 > SOS3 , SOS1 − SOS3 >
λS(WOS

3 −WOS
1 )

1−λS > 0→ SOS1 > SOS3

For status seeker supervisor (0 > λS):

SOS2 − SOS3 =
λS(WOS

3 −WOS
2 )

1−λS < 0 → SOS2 < SOS3 , SOS2 − SOS1 =
λS(WOS

1 −WOS
2 )

1−λS <

0 → SOS2 < SOS1 and SOS1 − SOS4 =
λS(WOS

4 −WOS
1 )

1−λS < 0 → SOS1 < SOS4 which mean

SOS2 < SOS1 < SOS4 .

Note that for an other regarding supervisor, to make it sure that her participation

constraint is satis�ed, we should have SOSi −λS(SOSi −WOS
i ) = SBi . Since S

OS
i > WOS

i :
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For inequity averse supervisor with 0 < λS < 0.5, we have SOSi > SBi .

For status-seeker supervisor with λS < 0, we have SOSi < SBi .

Lastly, it is quite straightforward to show that (CIC1OS) is already satis�ed and not

binding, since SOS1 − λS(SOS1 −WOS
1 ) > SOS2 − λS(SOS2 −WOS

2 ) and WOS
1 > WOS

2 .

Proof of Proposition 5: We have already explained the logic behind Proposition

5.a. and we know the reason behind the ranking in Proposition 5.b. from the proof of

proposition 4.1 and since λS > 0 in this case.

We have no collusion constraints for (CIC1) and (CIC2). Thus, ψ = 0 when λS = 0.5.

Moreover, ignore (CIC30.5) for the moment and take π = 0 too. We later show that

the solution of the problem satis�es (CIC30.5).

From 37, 38, 39 and 40 we have:

W 0.5
3 − g(e0.5

3 ) > W 0.5
4 − g(e0.5

4 ) = W 0.5
1 − g(e0.5

1 ) > W 0.5
2 − g(e0.5

2 )

We know that e0.5
1 = e0.5

3 = e0.5
4 > e0.5

2 . Then, we can also write:

W 0.5
3 > W 0.5

4 = W 0.5
1 > W 0.5

2

Since S0.5
i = W 0.5

i , we also have:

S0.5
3 > S0.5

4 = S0.5
1 > S0.5

2

Since S0.5
3 = W 0.5

3 > S0.5
2 = W 0.5

2 , it is quite straightforward to see that (CIC30.5) is

satis�ed already.

Moreover, since S0.5
3 = W 0.5

3 > S0.5
4 = W 0.5

4 we have:

S3 − 0.5(S3 −W3) > S4 − 0.5(S4 −W4)

which means the supervisor always wants to hide the true information at state 4 and

acts like it is state 3, i.e. s4 = {∅}.
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A.3 The Case of Inequity Averse, Symmetric Multiple Agents

Proof of Proposition 6: Consider that Agent A o�ers α (where α > 0.5) portion of

the side transfer and Agent B o�ers the remaining 1− α portion. Then, we can write

the payo�s of the agents after they pay the minimum side transfer for the collusion at

state 1 as follows:

For Agent A: W2−α(S1−S2)−g(e2)−λ′
(W2− (1−α)(S1−S2)− (W2−α(S1−S2)))

= W2 − g(e2)− (α+ λ
′
(2α− 1))(S1 − S2)

For Agent B:W2−(1−α)(S1−S2)−g(e2)−λ′′
(W2−(1−α)(S1−S2)−(W2−α(S1−S2)))

= W2 − g(e2)− ((1− α) + λ
′′
(2α− 1))(S1 − S2)

Since α > 0.5 and λ
′
> λ

′′
, we have (α+ λ

′
(2α− 1)) > ((1− α) + λ

′′
(2α− 1)). Then,

it means payo� of agent A is smaller than payo� of agent B. Thus, if payo� of Agent

A is greater than or equal to W1− g(e1), payo� of Agent B is greater than W1− g(e1).

On the other hand, a payo� for Agent B greater than or equal to W1− g(e1) does not

guarantee that payo� of Agent A is greater than or equal toW1−g(e1). For example in

the case where payo� of Agent B is equal to W1−g(e1), payo� of Agent A is de�nitely

lower than W1− g(e1) and she does not try to shift from state 1 to state 2 via forming

a coalition.

The proof structure for collusion at state 4 is completely same with the one above.

Just change S1, S2, W1, W2 with S4, S3, W4, W3 respectively.

Proof of Proposition 7: Proof of proposition 6 implies that to prevent collusion

at state 1 and 4, the principal satis�es the collusion constraint for the agent who

pays higher portion of the side transfer when the agents provides the side payment

unequally. Then, (CIC3MA) for the case where agents pay side transfer in di�ering

amounts can be written as follows:

W1 − g(e1)−W2 + g(e2) + (α+ λ
′
(2α− 1))(S1 − S2) ≥ 0 (A.48)
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and (CIC3MA) when the agents pays the same amount of side transfer is as follows:

W1 − g(e1)−W2 + g(e2) +
1

2
(S1 − S2) ≥ 0 (A.49)

Since α > 0.5 and λ
′
> 0, we have (α + λ

′
(2α − 1)) > 1

2 . Then we can write

W1−g(e1)−W2+g(e2)+(α+λ
′
(2α−1))(S1−S2) > W1−g(e1)−W2+g(e2)+1

2(S1−S2) ≥

0. Thus, satisfying 49 always satis�es 48.

The proof structure for collusion at state 4 is completely same with the one above.

Just change S1, S2, W1, W2 with S4, S3, W4, W3 respectively.
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APPENDIX B

TURKISH SUMMARY

Ekonomi alan�ndaki bir çok akademik makale, gerçek hayatta kar³�la³�lan problemleri

modellerken çal�³malar�nda sadece kendi faydas�n� dü³ünen insanlar yakla³�m�na yer

vermektedir. Fakat bir çok deneyin sonucu, etkile³imin oldu§u bir ortamda insanlar�n

kendi faydalar�n� hesaplarken ba³kalar�n�n durumunu da göz önüne ald�§� gerçe§ini

sunmaktad�r. Di§er insanlar�n konumu hakk�ndaki ilgi ve alaka, bireylerin sosyal bir

ortam içerisinde karar verme mekanizmalar�nda önemli bir motivasyon faktörüdür.

Sadece kendi faydas�n� dü³ünen insanlar yakla³�m�, �³veren-Denetçi-Çal�³an tarz� stan-

dart hiyerar³i modellerinde de s�kl�kla kullan�lmaktad�r. Bu duruma nazaran, ekonomi

literatürünün hiyerar³i modellemelerinde ciddi bir teorik çal�³mayla sosyal tercihler

yakla³�m�na gerekli ilgiyi göstermedi§ini dü³ünmekteyiz. Sonuç olarak bu tez çal�³-

mas�nda, ba³kalar�n�n durumunu da göz önüne alan tercihlerin �³veren-Denetçi-Çal�³an

tipi hiyerar³ileri nas�l etkiledi§ini ara³t�rd�k. Özellikle de bu tür tercihlerin hiyer-

ar³inin basamaklar� aras�ndaki gizli anla³malar üzerindeki etkisine ve i³verenin denetçi

ve çal�³ana sundu§u optimal kontrat parametrelerini nas�l de§i³tirdi§ine odakland�k.

Bu çal�³ma ekonomi literatürünün iki önemli ba³l�§�ndan büyük ölçüde faydalanmak-

tad�r. Bunlardan ilki Kontrat Teorisi olmakla beraber, daha çok bu alandaki �³veren-

Denetçi-Çal�³an tarz� hiyerar³ilere yo§unla³maktay�z. �kinci literatür ana ba³l�§� olarak

da Sosyal Tercih Modellerini gösterebiliriz.

Hiyerar³i modellerinin ba³lang�c� olarak Tirole'ün (1986) literatüre yön veren makalesi

kabul edilebilir. Tirole (1986), kontrat teorisi içindeki standart gizli aksiyon problemine

gizli bilgi (çal�³ma ortam�n�n verimlilik seviyesi) problemini de eklemi³ ve bu bilginin
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kontrolünü sa§lamak için de klasik �³veren-Çal�³an modeline ara basamak olarak bir

Denetçi kullanm�³t�r. Böylece bir yandan üç basamakl� bir hiyerar³i olu³urken bir

yandan da gizli bilgiye sahip partiler aras�nda (denetçi ve çal�³an) rü³vete dayal� gizli

anla³malar�n yap�lmas� olas�l�§� ortaya ç�km�³t�r. Tirole (1986), makalesinde bu gizli

anla³malar�n do§as�n� inceleyerek hiyerar³i içi rü³veti önleyici optimal kontratlar�n

yap�s�n�n nas�l olmas� gerekti§ini gösterir.

Sosyal Tercih modellerini incelerken öncelikli olarak bu literatürün temel ta³lar�ndan

Fehr ve Schmidt'in (1999) makalesinden yararlanmay� tercih ettik. Fehr ve Schmidt

(1999) sadece kendi faydas�n� dü³ünen insan modelleriyle çeli³en deney sonuçlar�n� aç�k-

lamada fayda fonksiyonlar� için e³itsizlikten kaç�nma modelini kurmu³ ve bu konuda

ba³ar�l� olmu³tur. Kendilerinin, sosyal tercihleri gösteren, iki oyuncu için modelledik-

leri parça parça lineer fayda fonksiyonu a³a§�daki gibi belirtilebilir:

ui(x1, x2) = xi − αimax{xj − xi, 0} − βimax{xi − xj , 0}, i 6= j

Burada αi > 0 ve 0 < βi ≤ 1 s�ras�yla oyuncu i gerideyken ve ilerideyken e³itsizlikten

kaç�nma parametrelerini göstermektedir. Ayr�ca bu fonksiyonda αi ≥ βi ³art� sa§lan-

maktad�r. Bu durum ki³inin gerideyken ileride olma durumuna göre e³itsizlikten daha

kötü etkilendi§ini belirtmektedir. Neilson ve Stowe (2004) βi üzerindeki varsay�m�

gev³eterek ileride olma durumunda insanlar�n bundan keyif alabilece§ini söylemi³ ve

βi < 0 oldu§u durumlar� da göz önüne alm�³t�r. Bu tür tercihlere sahip olan insanlar�

statü arayan ve ya rekabetçi oyuncular olarak adland�rabiliriz.

Yukar�da belirtilenlere ek olarak Eisenkopf ve Teyssier (2016) de yapt�klar� bir deneyde

insanlar�n ya dikey (ki³i kendinden üst basamaktaki bir ba³ka ki³inin kazanc�n� önemse-

mekte) ya da yatay (ki³i kendiyle yak�n seviyedeki bir ba³ka ki³inin kazanc�n� önemse-

mekte) sosyal tercihler gösterdiklerini ortaya koymu³lard�r. Bu çal�³maya göre insanlar

ayn� anda tek bir tarafa odaklanmakta iki taraf� birden ayn� anda dikkate almamak-

tad�r. Biz de modellerimizi kurarken bu durumu göz önüne ald�k ve çal�³anlar�n ya

ba³lar�ndaki denetçinin ya da di§er çal�³an�n kazanc�n� göz önüne ald�§�n�, iki ki³inin

kazançlar�n� da ayn� anda önemsemediklerini varsay�yoruz.
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Bu tezde kurdu§umuz hiyerar³i modelleri Tirole'ün (1986) çal�³mas�ndaki gibi üretken

parti olarak sadece çal�³an� göz önüne almaktad�r. Belirli bir efor sarf eden çal�³an

i³verene

x = θ + e

³eklinde bir kazanç sa§lamaktad�r. Çal�³an, sarf etti§i efordan kaynakl�, g(e) kadar

fayda fonksiyonunda bir kay�p ya³arken i³verenin kazanc� olan x'ten ödedi§i W kadar

bir maa³� pozitif olarak fayda fonksiyonunda gözlemlemektedir. (Burada g tam olarak

konveks ve efor de§eriyle artan bir fonksiyondur.)

Modellerimizde, denetçi çal�³ma ortam�n�n verimlilik seviyesini, θ, gözlemlemekte ve

bunun hakk�ndaki raporunu i³verene sunmaktad�r. Denetçi gözlemlerini yaparken her-

hangi bir efor sarf etmez ve herhangi bir gözlem maliyeti ile kar³�la³maz. Çal�³an�n

durumuyla benzer olarak denetçi de i³verenin kendi kazanc�ndan ödedi§i S kadar bir

maa³ almaktad�r.

Fehr ve Schmidt'in (1999) iki oyunculu e³itsizlikten kaç�nmal� fayda fonksiyonunu baz

alan modellerimizde, denetçi ve çal�³an�n sadece ödenen maa³lar� göz önünde bulun-

durup efordan kaynakl� maliyetleri dikkate almad�§�n� varsay�yoruz. Buna ek olarak

denetçi hiyerar³ide üst basamakta yer ald�§�ndan denetçi maa³lar�n�n tüm bilgi durum-

lar�nda çal�³an maa³�ndan daha yüksek oldu§unu da farz ediyoruz. (Di§er bir deyi³le

Si > Wi.) Tüm bunlardan yola ç�karak çal�³an�n fayda fonksiyonunu

U(W − g(e)− λA(S −W ))

³eklinde belirtirken denetçinin fayda fonksiyonunu da

V (S − λS(S −W ))

³eklinde belirtmekteyiz. (Burada U ve V türevi her yerde al�nabilen, tam olarak konkav

ve artan birer Von Neumann Morgenstern tipi fayda fonksiyonudur. Ayr�ca λA ve

λS s�ras�yla çal�³an ve denetçinin e³itsizlikten kaç�nma parametrelerini göstermekte-

dir. Bunlara çal�³an ve denetçinin maa³ da§�l�m�ndaki adaletsizli§e kar³� hassasiyetleri

gözüyle de bak�labilir.)
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Hiyerar³inin en üst basama§�nda yer alan i³veren, çal�³ana üzerinde çal�³aca§� projeyi

ayarlar ve denetçi ile çal�³ana önerece§i kontratlar�n içeri§ini kendine en uygun ³ekilde

haz�rlamaya u§ra³�r. �³verenin riske kar³� nötr oldu§unu kabul etti§imizden kendisinin

fayda fonksiyonu a³a§�daki ³ekilde yaz�labilir:

x− S −W = θ + e− S −W

Bu tezde kullan�lan modellerin en önemli bile³enlerinden biri de gizli bilgi problemidir.

Modellerimizde i³veren dü³ük (θ) ve yüksek (θ) düzey olarak iki farkl� verimlilik

düzeyiyle kar³� kar³�ya kalmaktad�r; fakat kendisi bunlardan direkt olarak haberdar

de§ildir. Bu i³ için denetçiyi tuttu§unu daha önceden belirmi³tik. Çal�³an hangi ver-

imlilik alt�nda i³ yapt�§�ndan her durumda haberdar olmakta fakat denetçi ise gözlem-

leme görevini her zaman ba³ar�l� olarak yerine getirememesinden kaynakl� olarak baz�

durumlarda verimlilik düzeyi hakk�nda bilgi sahibi olamamaktad�r. Tüm bu anlat�lan-

lar �³�§�nda (i har� ile notasyonunu yapt�§�m�z) dört farkl� durumla kar³�la³maktay�z:

Durum 1: Hem çal�³an hem de denetçi dü³ük düzey verimlili§i θ ö§renir.

Durum 2: Çal�³an dü³ük düzey verimlili§i θ ö§renir. Denetçi ise gözlem görevinde

ba³ar�s�z olur.

Durum 3: Çal�³an yüksek düzey verimlili§i θ ö§renir. Denetçi ise gözlem görevinde

ba³ar�s�z olur.

Durum 4: Hem çal�³an hem de denetçi yüksek düzey verimlili§i θ ö§renir.

Tüm bu durumlar
∑i=4

i=1 pi = 1 ³art�n� sa§layan pi olas�l�kla ortaya ç�kmaktad�r.

Ayr�ca modelimizde, çal�³an�n denetçinin ortamdaki verimlilik düzeyini gözlemleyip

gözlemleyemedi§ine dair bilgiye sahip oldu§unu varsaymaktay�z.

Son olarak modelimizde olaylar�n gerçekle³me s�ras�n� belirtelim. �lk olarak i³veren,

denetçi ve çal�³ana haz�rlad�§� kontratlar� önerir. Denetçi ve çal�³an, kendilerine uy-

gunsa bu kontratlar� kabul eder ve bir sonraki a³amaya geçilir. (Bu arada, kon-

trat görü³meleri s�ras�nda maa³lar tüm partiler için ortak bilgi haline gelmektedir.)

Kontratlar�n kabul edilmesinden sonra çal�³an i³ ba³� yaparak ortamdaki verimlilik
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düzeyini ö§renir. Öte yandan bu bilgiyi gözlemlemeye çal�³an denetçi, verimlilik

düzeyini ö§renir ya da ö§renemez. Daha sonra, ortaya ç�kan durumlara göre denetçi

ve çal�³an gizli anla³ma a³amas�na geçerler. E§er her iki partiye de pareto optimal

olan bir yan ödeme ayarlanabilirse tara�ar aras�nda rü³vet al�³ veri³i gerçekle³ir. Bu

a³aman�n sonucuna göre de i³verenin kazanç miktar� belirli olur. Ayr�ca, yine bu a³a-

man�n sonucuna göre denetçi i³verene verece§i raporun (r) içeri§ini ayarlar ve raporunu

sunar. (Denetçinin verimlilik düzeyini ba³ar�yla gözlemledi§i durumlarda bu bilgiyi gi-

zleme opsiyonuna sahip oldu§unu belirtelim.) Son iki olay�n yakla³�k ayn� zamanda

gerçekle³ti§i kabul edilebilir. En son a³amada ise kontratlar�n (ana veya gizli) ³art-

lar�n�n yerine getirilmesi yer almaktad�r. Bir di§er deyi³le, i³veren kazanc�n� gördükten

sonra çal�³ana W (x, r, λS , λA)'yu, denetçiye de S(x, r, λS , λA)'yi öder. Ayr�ca rü³vet

a³amas�nda gizli anla³malar yap�ld�ysa denetçi ve çal�³an aras�ndaki yan transferler

t(x, r, λS , λA) de bu son a³amada gerçekle³tirilir.

�³verenin çözmek zorunda oldu§u problemin analizini yapt�§�m�zda, öncelikle çal�³an

ve denetçi arz�n�n rekabetçi bir do§aya sahip oldu§unu ve çal�³anlar�n W0 kadar min-

imum kabul edece§i maa³a ve U ≡ U(W0) kadar minimum kabul edebilece§i fayda

fonksiyonuna, denetçilerin ise S0 kadar minimum kabul edece§i maa³a ve V ≡ V (S0)

kadar minimum kabul edebilece§i fayda fonksiyonuna sahip olduklar�n� göz önünde

bulundurduk. Bunlar� dikkate alarak çal�³an ve denetçinin kat�l�m k�s�tlar�n� a³a§�daki

³ekillerde yazabiliriz:

(APC) : EU(W − g(e)− λA(S −W )) ≥ U

(SPC) : EV (S − λS(S −W )) ≥ V

Bu tezde yer alan modellerimizin hepsinde, i³veren gizli aksiyon problemiyle kar³�

kar³�ya kalmaktad�r. Durum 1 ve 4'te i³veren verimlilik düzeyi bilgisine sahip ola-

ca§�ndan çal�³an�n harcad�§� eforu kendi kazanc�na da bakarak hesaplayabilir; ama

Durum 2 ve 3'te i³veren böyle bir hesaplamay� yapacak bilgiye sahip de§ildir. Bu yüz-

den, denetçi ortamdaki verimlilik düzeyini gözlemleyemedi§i zaman, i³verenin çal�³ana

içinde bulundu§u ortam�n verimlilik bilgisini do§ru aktarmas�n� sa§lamas� amac�yla bir
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tür te³vik vermesi gerekmektedir. Te³vik k�s�t� olarak adland�rabilece§imiz bu durumu

a³a§�daki e³itsizlik ile belirtebiliriz:

(AIC) : W3 − g(e3)− λA(S3 −W3) ≥W2 − g(e2 −∆θ)− λA(S2 −W2)

Bu tür bir hiyerar³ide gizli anla³malar�n olabilece§ini belirtmi³tik. Bu durumdan kay-

nakl� olarak i³veren kontrat haz�rlama problemini çözerken gizli anla³ma k�s�tlar� ile

de kar³� kar³�yad�r. Durum 1 (birinci olas� gizli anla³ma durumu) ve 4'te (ikinci olas�

gizli anla³ma durumu), çal�³an verece§i rü³vetle denetçiyi sat�n almay� ve denetçinin

i³verene bo³ rapor vermesini amaçlayabilir. Durum 3'te (üçüncü olas� gizli anla³ma

durumu) ise denetçi rü³vetle çal�³an� sat�n almay� ve çal�³an�n Durum 2'de olduk-

lar�n� söylemesini amaçlayabilir. Bu durum, denetçinin yüksek düzey verimlili§i gö-

zlemleyememi³ olmas�n� dü³ük düzey verimlili§i gözlemleyememi³ olmas�ndan daha

büyük ba³ar�s�zl�k olarak görmesinden kaynakl� gelmektedir.

Rü³veti veren ki³inin dikkate ald�§� iki ana etmen vard�r: Kar³�s�ndakini rü³vet al-

maya ikna edebilmek için en az ne kadar ödemesi gerekti§i (tmin) ve kendisini zarara

sokmadan en fazla ne kadar rü³vet ödeyebilece§i (tmax). �³verenin gizli anla³malar�

önleyebilmesi için kontrat haz�rlama problemini çözerken a³ag�daki e³itsizli§i sa§la-

mas� ³artt�r (Gizli anla³ma k�s�tlar�):

tmin ≥ tmax ⇒ tmin − tmax ≥ 0

tmin ve tmax'�n çe³itli durumlarda incelenmesiyle i³verenin gizli anla³malar� önlemesi

için a³a§�da tan�mlad�§�m�z araçlar� kullanmakta oldu§unu söyleyebiliriz:

Denetçi maa³lar� araçlar�:

Birinci olas� gizli anla³ma durumu (CIC1) için: ∆S12 = S1 − S2

�kinci olas� gizli anla³ma durumu (CIC2) için: ∆S43 = S4 − S3

Üçüncü olas� gizli anla³ma durumu (CIC3) için: ∆S32 = S3 − S2
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Çal�³an maa³lar� araçlar�:

Birinci olas� gizli anla³ma durumu (CIC1) için: ∆W12 = W1 −W2

�kinci olas� gizli anla³ma durumu (CIC2) için: ∆W43 = W4 −W3

Üçüncü olas� gizli anla³ma durumu (CIC3) için: ∆W32 = W3 −W2

Tüm bu anlatt�klar�m�z�n �³�§�nda gizli anla³ma k�s�tlar�n� a³a§�daki e³itsizlikler ³ek-

linde yazabiliriz:

(CIC1) :
S1 − λS(S1 −W1)

1− 2λS
+
W1 − g(e1)− λA(S1 −W1)

1 + 2λA
≥

S2 − λS(S2 −W2)

1− 2λS
+
W2 − g(e2)− λA(S2 −W2)

1 + 2λA

(CIC2) :
S4 − λS(S4 −W4)

1− 2λS
+
W4 − g(e4)− λA(S4 −W4)

1 + 2λA
≥

S3 − λS(S3 −W3)

1− 2λS
+
W3 − g(e3)− λA(S3 −W3)

1 + 2λA

(CIC3) :
S3 − λS(S3 −W3)

1− 2λS
+
W3 − g(e3)− λA(S3 −W3)

1 + 2λA
≥

S2 − λS(S2 −W2)

1− 2λS
+
W2 − g(e2 −∆θ)− λA(S2 −W2)

1 + 2λA

�³verenin nihai amac� önündeki k�s�tlar� dikkate alarak ve kontrat parametrelerini op-

timal ³ekilde ayarlayarak beklenen fayda fonksiyonunu maksimize etmektir. Di§er bir

deyi³le, i³verenin a§a³�daki maksimizasyon problemini çözmesi gerekmektedir:

max
(Si,Wi,ei)

∑
i

pi(θi + ei − Si −Wi)

s. t. (SPC), (APC), (AIC), (CIC1), (CIC2), (CIC3)
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Modellerimizin verdi§i sonuçlar� incelerken Tirole'ün (1986) modelini k�yaslama nok-

tam�z alarak ç�kar�mlarda bulunduk. Tirole'ün (1986) modeline λA = 0 ve λS = 0

al�narak ula³�labilir. K�yaslama ölçütü olarak ald�§�m�z sonuçlar� incelemek isteyen

okurlar�m�z Tirole'ün (1986) makalesine ba³vurabilirler.

Tezimizde λA > 0 ve λS = 0 alarak çal�³an�n denetçinin maa³�n� kendi fayda fonksiy-

onunda dikkate ald�§� ve maa³ e³itsizli§inden mutsuz oldu§u durumu inceledik. Bu

vakada, denetçinin ortamdaki verimlilik düzeyini ba³ar�yla gözlemledi§i durumlarda

çal�³an�n ödeyebilece§i en yüksek rü³vet miktar�n�n k�yaslama noktam�za göre daha

dü³ük de§erlerde oldu§u görülmü³tür. Ayr�ca, denetçinin ba³ar�s�z oldu§u durumda

çal�³ana vermesi gereken en dü³ük rü³vet miktar�nda da k�yaslama noktas�ndakine

göre azalma vard�r. Olas� tüm gizli anla³ma durumlar�n� önlemede, çal�³an maa³lar�

arac�n�n kendi ba³�na etkinli§inde artma görülürken denetçi maa³lar� arac�n�n kendi

ba³�na etkinli§inde azalma görülmektedir.

Optimal kontrat k�sm�nda en büyük de§i³im, i³verenin çal�³an üzerinde indükledi§i

efor seviyelerinde gözlemlenmi³tir. Eforlar�n durumlara göre s�ralamas�nda de§i³iklik

olmazken inceledi§imiz vakada i³veren her durumda k�yaslama noktas�ndaki de§erler-

den daha fazla efor sarf ettirebilmektedir. Ayr�ca indüklenebilen efor de§eri, çal�³an�n

maa³ e³itsizli§ine kar³� hassasiyeti artt�kça daha da artmaktad�r. Denetçi maa³�n�n du-

rumlara göre s�ralamas�nda de§i³iklik olmazken Durum 1, 2 ve 3'teki maa³� k�yaslama

noktas�ndakinden daha dü³üktür. Durum 4'teki maa³�n k�yaslama noktas�na göre

pozisyonu ise belirsizdir. Çal�³an maa³�n�n durumlara göre s�ralamas�nda de§i³iklik

olmazken, maa³ seviyeleri ise k�yaslama noktas�ndakinden yüksektir.

Bu vakada, i³veren ya denetçinin Durum 4'teki maa³�n� k�yaslama noktas�ndan yükse§e

ç�karmal� ya da daha az yetenekli bir denetçiyle anla³mak durumundad�r. Ayr�ca,

denetçi maa³lar� arac�n�n etkinli§inin azalmas�ndan dolay� durumlar aras�ndaki denetçi

maa³ fark� artmaktad�r. Çal�³an maa³lar�nda ise Durum 1,2 ve 4'teki maa³lar aras�nda

aç�lma gözlemlenirken Durum 3 ve 4 aras�ndaki maa³ fark�na ne oldu§u ise belirsizdir.

Tezimizde λA = 0 ve λS 6= 0 alarak denetçinin çal�³an�n maa³�n� kendi fayda fonksiy-

onunda dikkate ald�§� durumu inceledik. λS > 0 denetçinin maa³ e³itsizli§inden ra-

hats�z oldu§u durumu belirtirken (e³itsizlikten kaç�nan denetçi), λS < 0 de denetçinin
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maa³ e³itsizli§inden ho³land�§� durumu belirtir (statü arayan ya da rekabetçi denetçi).

Bu vakada, statü arayan denetçi (λS < 0) için, denetçinin ortamdaki verimlilik düzeyini

ba³ar�yla gözlemledi§i durumlarda denetçiye verilmesi gereken en dü³ük rü³vet mik-

tar�n�n k�yaslama noktam�za göre daha dü³ük de§erlerde oldu§u görülmü³tür. Ayr�ca,

denetçinin ba³ar�s�z oldu§u durumda denetçinin önerebilece§i en yüksek rü³vet mik-

tar�nda da k�yaslama noktas�ndakine göre azalma vard�r. Olas� tüm gizli anla³ma

durumlar�n� önlemede, çal�³an maa³lar� arac�n�n kendi ba³�na etkinli§inde azalma gö-

zlemlenirken denetçi maa³lar� arac�n�n kendi ba³�na etkinli§inde artma görülmektedir.

E³itsizlikten kaç�nan denetçi (0 < λS < 0.5) için ise yukar�da belirtti§imiz sonuçlar�n

tam tersinin gözlemlendi§ini belirtebiliriz.

Optimal kontrat k�sm�nda en büyük de§i³im, i³verenin çal�³an üzerinde indükledi§i

efor seviyelerinde gözlemlenmi³tir. E³itsizlikten kaç�nan denetçi için, eforlar�n durum-

lara göre s�ralamas�nda de§i³iklik olmazken inceledi§imiz vakada i³veren her durumda

k�yaslama noktas�ndaki de§erlerden daha fazla efor sarf ettirebilmektedir. Statü arayan

denetçi için ise eforlar�n durumlara göre s�ralamas�nda yine de§i³iklik olmazken i³v-

eren her durumda k�yaslama noktas�ndaki de§erlerden daha az efor sarf ettirmektedir.

Ayr�ca inceledi§imiz vakada, indüklenebilen efor de§eri çal�³an�n maa³ e³itsizli§ine kar³�

hassasiyeti artt�kça daha da artmaktad�r.

E³itsizlikten kaç�nan denetçi için, en dü³ük denetçi maa³� Durum 3'te görülürken Du-

rum 1, 2 ve 4'teki maa³lar�n kendi aras�ndaki s�ralamas� belirsizdir. Denetçi maa³ se-

viyesi her durumda k�yaslama noktas�ndakinden daha yüksektir. Statü arayan denetçi

için, en dü³ük denetçi maa³� Durum 2'de görülmektedir. Durum 4'teki maa³�n Du-

rum 1'deki maa³tan daha yüksek oldu§u söylenebilirken Durum 3'teki maa³�n bu iki

durumdaki maa³a göre pozisyonu ise belirsizdir. Denetçi maa³ seviyesi her durumda

k�yaslama noktas�ndakinden daha dü³üktür.

Hem statü arayan denetçi için hem de e³itsizlikten kaç�nan denetçi için çal�³an maa³�n�n

durumlara göre s�ralamas�nda de§i³iklik yoktur. Statü arayan denetçi için, çal�³an

maa³lar� arac�n�n etkinli§inin zay��am�³ olmas�ndan dolay� Durum 4, 1 ve 2 aras�ndaki

maa³ farklar� daral�rken Durum 3 ve 4 aras�ndaki maa³ fark� ise geni³lemektedir. E³it-

sizlikten kaç�nan denetçi için ise çal�³an maa³lar� arac�n�n etkinli§indeki güçlenmeden
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kaynakl�, Durum 4, 1 ve 2 aras�ndaki maa³ farklar� artarken Durum 3 ve 4 aras�ndaki

maa³ fark� azalmaktad�r.

E³itsizlikten kaç�nan denetçi vakas�nda, denetçinin maa³ e³itsizli§ine olan hassasiyeti

belirli bir e³i§e geldi§inde (modelledi§imiz lineer durumda bu de§er 0.5 bulunmu³tur)

denetçinin ba³ar�yla ortamdaki verimlilik düzeyini gözlemledi§i durumlarda çal�³an�n

denetçiyi rü³vetle gizli anla³maya ikna etmesi imkans�z hale gelmektedir. Bu uç vakay�

ayr� bir parantez aç�p özel olarak inceledi§imizde denetçinin kat�l�m k�s�t�n� sa§lamada

en efektif yöntemin çal�³an�n maa³�n� her durum için denetçinin maa³�na e³itleninceye

kadar art�rmak oldu§u görülmü³tür. Bu yakla³�m �³�§�nda bakt�§�m�zda, çal�³an ve

denetçi maa³lar�n�n en yüksek seviyeye Durum 3'te, en dü³ük seviyeye ise Durum

2'de ula³t�§�n� ve Durum 4 ve 1'deki maa³lar�n birbirine e³it oldu§unu görürüz. Ayr�ca

(CIC3)'ün de bu vakan�n çözümüyle kendili§inden sa§land�§�n� ve i³verenin denetçiden

ald�§� bilginin {s1 = θ, s2 = s3 = s4 = ∅} yap�s�nda oldu§unu, yani i³verenin hiç bir

zaman denetçiden yüksek verimlilik düzeyi bilgisine eri³emedi§ini de gözlemlemekteyiz.

Bu durumu, denetçinin tamamen çal�³an ç�kar�na kararlar vermesi olarak alg�lamakta

bir sak�nca olmad�§�na inan�yoruz.

Bu tezde son olarak da hiyerar³inin en alt basama§�nda birden fazla, simetrik yap�-

daki e³itsizlikten kaç�nan çal�³an�n oldu§u vaka incelenmi³tir. Eisenkopf ve Teyssier'in

(2016) makalesine uygun olarak bu vakada sadece yatay sosyal tercihlerin gerçekle³ti§i

durum analiz edilmi³tir. Çal�³anlar�n denetçiyi gizli anla³maya ikna etmek için gereken

yan ödemeyi farkl� oranlarda ödedi§i durumlarda, i³verenin yüksek oranda ödemeyi

yapan çal�³an�n gizli anla³ma k�s�t�n� sa§lamas� yeterli ve gereklidir. Öte yandan i³v-

erenin, çal�³anlar�n denetçiyi rü³vete yana³t�rmak için gereken yan ödemeyi e³it mik-

tarda payla³t�klar� durumda gizli anla³ma k�s�t�n� sa§lamas� takdirinde, çal�³anlar�n

yan ödemeyi de§i³ik oranlarda payla³t�klar� olabilecek tüm di§er ödeme senaryolar�n�n

bu k�s�t� da sa§lanm�³ olur. Bu yüzden i³verenin gizli anla³malar�n yap�lmas�n� ön-

lemede as�l hede�emesi gereken durum çal�³anlar�n denetçiye teklif edilen yan ödemeyi

yar� yar�ya payla³t�§� durumdur. Bu bulgulara ek olarak, simetrik ve e³itsizlikten

kaç�nan bu çal�³anlar�n say�s�n�n artmas� halinde, denetçinin ba³ar�s�z oldu§u durum-

larda gizli anla³malar� önlemek kolayla³�rken ba³ar�l� oldu§u durumlarda ise rü³vet

aktivitelerinin önüne geçmek zorla³maktad�r.
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Sonuç olarak, sosyal tercihlerin çal�³anlar�n ve denetçinin rü³vet teklif etme veya rü³vet

alma yatk�nl�klar�n� etkiledi§i aç�kça görülmektedir. Ayr�ca, bu tür tercihler i³verenin

gizli anla³malar� önlemede kulland�§� araçlar� da etkilemektedir. Çal�³an�n e³itsizlik-

ten kaç�nan yap�da oldu§u vakada, i³veren bu durumdan faydalanarak çal�³ana daha

fazla efor sarf ettirebilmektedir. Denetçinin statü arayan yap�da oldu§u vakada in-

düklenen efor seviyeleri azal�rken kendisinin e³itsizlikten kaçan yap�da olmas� halinde

efor seviyeleri yükselmektedir. Denetçinin veya çal�³an�n de§i³ik durumlardaki fayda

seviyeleri aras�ndaki s�ralama her durumda ayn� kal�rken maa³lar�n s�ralamas� fayda

fonksiyonlar�n�n yap�s�ndaki farkl�l�klardan dolay� de§i³mektedir. Baz� vakalarda, i³v-

eren daha az yetenekli insanlarla çal�³mak durumunda kalabilmektedir. �³verenin

rü³veti önlemede kulland�§� araçlar�n efekti�i§indeki de§i³iminden dolay�, durumlar

aras�ndaki maa³ aral�klar� daha geni³ ya da daha dar hale gelebilmektedir ve bu sonu-

cun riskten kaç�nan partiler üzerinde etkileri oldu§u aç�kt�r. Hiyerar³inin basamaklar�

aras�nda maa³ de§erlerinin birbirine yakla³mas�, denetçinin veya çal�³an�n e³itsizlikten

kaç�nan tipte oldu§u vakalarda görülmektedir. Bu durumun en uç ³ekli, denetçinin

maa³ adaletsizli§ine hassasiyetinin belirli bir e³i§e ç�kt�§� noktada gözlemlenmi³tir

(Modelimizde bu de§er 0.5'tir).

Tezimizi bitirirken modellerimizin gelecek çal�³malar için nas�l daha iyi hale getirilebile-

ce§ine de§inecek olursak izlenecek yollardan birinin de§i³ik hiyerar³i tiplerinde sosyal

tercihlerin nas�l etkile³imler gösterece§ine bak�lmas� oldu§unu söyleyebiliriz. Modeller-

imizde maa³ e³itsizli§ine hassasiyetler ortak bilgi olarak al�nd�§�ndan, bu parametrenin

asl�nda belirsiz oldu§una dayal� daha gerçe§e yak�n modeller de önemli bir çal�³ma

alan� olabilir. Birden fazla çal�³an�n oldu§u vaka için, maa³ olarak önde olan çal�³an�

rekabetçi olabilecek ³ekilde de modellemek ya da modelde asimetrik yap�da çal�³anlar

kullanmak bu çal�³madaki yap�lanlar� ekonomi literatürüne daha yararl� hale getire-

bilir. Son olarak, denetçiye de üretkenlik görevi yüklemenin modelleri çok daha ilginç

hale getirece§ini belirtmekteyiz. Bu tür bir yakla³�m, i³verene hiyerar³ideki partilerin

isteklerini kar³�lamada daha fazla seçenek sunarken bir yandan da öncül gizli anla³-

malar�n gerçekle³mesi olas�l�§�n� da modellere eklemektedir.
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APPENDIX C

TEZ FOTOKOP�S� �Z�N FORMU
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